
1 A Grand Tour micromosaic brooch, depicting scenery from the 
Colosseum in Rome, set on an oval black hardstone panel, 
framed in with an Etruscan-styled border with wirework and 
bead details, in bloom finished yellow metal, fitted with tube 
hinged pin stem and C-catch, unmarked, approximately 
measures 5.2 x 4.3 cm, total weight of item 27.8 grams. £200-
300

2 A yellow metal, ruby and fresh water pearl bridal set; 
comprising a fringe necklace and a pair of pendant earrings; 
the necklace has with five circular cut rubies set within pierced 
and beaded panels, to a silk cord; with a fresh water pearl 
fringe 40cm (ex cord); and a pair of articulated earrings en 
suite. Marked '21k'. Cased. Gross weight 61 grams. £2,000-
3,000

3 A sapphire and diamond pendant, consisting of an oval 
sapphire with deep blue body colour and modified brilliant-cut, 
approximately measuring 9.9 x 7.8 mm, claw set to a white 
metal mount pavé set with round brilliant diamonds, with an 
open-back surround with scrollwork details, attached to an 
articulated diamond-set bail, unmarked, pendant measures 2.7 
x 1.2 cm, total weight of item 3.1 grams. £800-1,200

4 A large amethyst and diamond pendant, featuring an oval 
mixed-cut amethyst, approximately measuring 28.0 x 23.4 mm, 
collet set in a yellow metal mount, to a surmount claw set with 
an old-cut diamond measuring 4.0 x 3.8 x 1.9 mm, to a jump 
ring bail, unmarked, total weight of item 14.7 grams. £200-300

5 A small collection of jewellery, including a single 9ct gold oval 
cufflink, Birmingham hallmarked with maker's mark 'GJ' for G. 
H. JOHNSTONE & CO., 1912; A bow brooch set with 
turquoise, textured and engraved, to a tube hinged pin stem 
and C-catch, yellow metal unmarked; A gate link bracelet with 
a fold-over clasp, yellow metal unmarked, measures 18.5 cm 
long; A lozenge-shaped lavalier pendant with seed pearls, on a 
rope chain, unmarked, measuring 60.0 cm; A garnet ring, 
marked '9ct GOLD', size K; A gem-set ring, with blue paste and 
white accent stones, marked '9ct SIL SET', size M. Total 
weight of items 23.6 grams (6). £200-300
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6 A pearl and diamond entourage ring in 18ct gold, featuring an 
8.0 mm round pearl, cream-coloured with pink overtones, set 
within a frame of brilliant diamond border, to a tapered flat 
shank, London hallmarked '750', 1992, boxed in a Boucheron 
case, ring size U, ring head measures 13.8 mm across, total 
weight of item 7.0 grams. £400-600

7 An Art Deco diamond panel ring, composed of three old-
European cut diamonds, trails vertically on an oblong plaque 
with scalloped terminations and millgrain details, small rose-
cut and single-cut diamond accents throughout, embellished 
shoulders to tapering flat shank, metal unmarked, size I½, total 
weight of item 3.3 grams. £800-1,200

8 FOPE - a pair of two-toned creole earrings, each featuring a 
hollow hoop with a textured section imitating the brand's iconic 
popcorn links, with hinged ear post, Italian hallmarked '750' 
and signed 'FOPE', approximately measures 2.5 x 1.4 cm, total 
weight of items 10.3 grams. £260-280

9 An Art Nouveau diamond and pearl brooch, with rose-cut and 
old-cut diamonds set in a scrolling mount, surrounded by 
forged ginkgo leaves, and a pearl accent dangling below, fitted 
with tube hinged pin stem and C-catch, metal unmarked, 
measures 4.5 x 3.6 cm, weighs 7.6 grams. £300-400

10 A filigree bracelet; the central roundel, with pierced and 
scrolling ropetwist design within a circular boss and to double 
row bracelet to a shepherd's crook clasp. Marked '916'. 19cm 
length. 8.5 grams £300-500
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11 A mother of pearl and pearl dress set in 18ct gold, of circular 
design, concave mother of pearl discs edged with white 
enamel, centred with seed pearl accent, including four shirt 
buttons, a pair of cufflinks, marked 'T.M 18ct'; and two collar 
studs, Birmingham hallmarked '18' and Owen Powell maker's 
mark 'OP', 1922; cased, total weight of items 15.6 grams. £150
-200

12 A 9ct yellow gold vesta case, a linear engine-turned pattern on 
both sides, hinged cover featuring a monogram engraved 
circular plaque, with corner thumbpieces, Birmingham 
hallmarked '375' with maker's mark 'W.B&S', measures 5.8 x 
4.2 cm, total weight of item 25.2 grams. £250-350

13 Tiffany & Co. - A platinum charm bracelet with diamonds, 
comprises a figural starfish charm, encrusted with brilliant 
diamonds, on a paperclip chain and figure of eight safety 
catch, signed 'Elsa Peretti for Tiffany & Co,' marked 'PT950 
Spain', measures 18.5 cm long, weighs 13.7 grams. £1,500-
2,000

14 A three-stone old-cut diamond half hoop ring, featuring three 
old-cut diamonds slightly graduated from the centre, with an 
estimated total weight of 3.22ct, approximate colour and clarity 
ranging G/H and VS2-SI1, scintillating in the crown settings, to 
a tapered court-profile shank, unmarked but assessed as 
platinum, ring size T½ with metal adjuster, total weight of item 
5.4 grams. 

Insurance replacement valued at £24,965, dated 2014. £7,500
-8,500

15 A 9ct gold onyx signet ring, A yin yang signet ring, with black 
hardstone inlaid and diamond pavé; together with a pocket 
watch and a quantity of costume jewellery, including examples 
of cufflinks, beaded necklaces, brooches and others. £150-250
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16 A three-stone ring with sapphire and diamonds, comprises an 
oval-cut sapphire in deep blue colour, approximately measures 
4.3 x 3.9 mm, flanked by two old-cut diamonds, collet set in 
white mount with tapered shoulders to a flat shank, marked as 
'18ct PLAT', size M½, weighs 3.1 grams. £150-250

17 A heart pendant on chain and a bracelet with heart charm; The 
pendant comprises two stylised leaves in contrasted finishes, 
in a heart-shaped frame with bright-cut details, suspending on 
a fancy margarita chain with S-hook clasp, Arabic hallmarked 
'21K', measures 50.5 cm long; A fancy chain bracelet with 
engraved details, with a heart-shaped charm with radiation 
bright-cut finish, fastens with S-hook clasp, marked as '916', 
measures 17.0 cm long; Total weight of items 14.9 grams (2). 
£400-600

18 A pearl and diamond enamel ring, comprises three off-round 
split pearls set on a sky blue enamel background, interspersed 
with rose-cut diamond accents in form of foliate, to a D-section 
shank, yellow metal unmarked, ring size O½, total weight of 
item 3.3 grams. £200-300

19 A sapphire entourage ring, consisting of an oval brilliant-cut 
sapphire with vivid and intense blue body colour, 
approximately measuring 8.4 x 6.7mm, claw set on an 18ct 
white gold mount, encircled with white round diamonds with an 
estimated total weight of 0.26ct pavé-set on a surround, 
shoulders are further pavé-set with graduated diamonds, to a 
tapered plain flat shank, London hallmarked as 750, dated 
2012, ring size R, total weight of item 4.2 grams. £3,000-5,000

20 An 18ct gold sapphire and diamond flower ring, comprises an 
oval sapphire cabochon with a high dome, measuring 6.4 x 5.1 
mm, claw set in the centre on a yellow gold floral mount, 
surrounded with layered petals pavé set with diamonds, to a 
conjoined split shank, British hallmarked as 750, ring head 
measuring 1.8 x 1.7 cm, ring size K, total weight of item 7.6 
grams. £600-800
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21 A 22ct gold wedding band and a 9ct gold ring; a plain D-
section band in 22ct yellow gold, London hallmarked with 
maker's mark 'W&AG', 1962, size N½; a polygon ring in 9ct 
yellow gold, edged with wavy details, London hallmarked, 
1946, size Q. Total weight of items 6.5 grams (2). £150-250

22 A signet ring set with synthetic ruby, comprises an oval-cut 
ruby of 5.7 x 4.9 mm claw set on the ring head, with a 
sandblasted diagonal stripe detail across, to tapered shank, 
white metal unmarked (tests 18ct), ring size N, total weight of 
item 4.9 grams. £200-300

23 A diamond-set half eternity ring, consisting of an array of round 
brilliant-cut diamonds pavé-set halfway on a slightly curved 
band, white metal marked '750 FSI', ring size O½, total weight 
of item 2.8 grams. £100-150

24 A diamond and ruby necklace, with four round faceted rubies 
and diamond accents interspersing on mount with applied 
floral motifs, attached to cable link chain and fastens with S-
hook clasp, yellow metal unmarked, measures 37.0 cm in 
length, weighs 10.1 grams. £500-700

25 A diamond eternity ring, fully pavé-set with round single-cut 
diamonds, each approximately measures 1.3 mm across, to a 
white metal mount, unmarked, size L½, total weight of item 2.8 
grams. £150-200
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26 A pair of two-toned clip post earrings, each composed of a 
curved panel with fluted details, fitted with post and hinged 
clip, Italian hallmarked '750', total weight of items 13.0 grams. 
£250-350

27 Four gem-set stick pins; A heart-shaped stick pin with foliate 
details and pearl highlight, French eagle head hallmark 
(indicates 18ct); A pearl and old-cut diamond stick pin with 
millgrain and wirework details, hallmark unreadable; An 
aventurine quartz stick pin with rose-cut diamond rondelle, 
unmarked; An acorn stick pin with rose-cut diamonds and a 
green hardstone, unmarked. Total weight of items 6.4 grams 
(4). £150-250

28 A 9ct gold and diamond line bracelet, with each foliate 
designed link pavé set with small diamonds, adjoined and 
fastened with a tongue and groove clasp, London hallmarked 
'375' with sponsor's mark 'S.G', measuring 17.0 cm in length, 
total weight of item 11.7 grams. £150-200

29 A pearl and demantoid garnet dress ring in 18ct gold, 
comprises three off round pearls where the one at the centre 
has a pinkish overtone and the two on the sides have a silver 
overtone, set on a mount interspersed with six demantoid 
garnet highlights, to a D-section shank, Birmingham 
hallmarked '18' with maker's mark 'L&W', 1904, size R, total 
weight of item 3.1 grams. £120-180

30 A pair of pearl and diamond earrings in 18ct gold, each 
consisting of a 7.0 mm round pearl, set within a frame of 
brilliant-cut diamond border, backed with peg and butterfly 
fittings, London hallmarked '750' with maker's mark 'DLd', 
1992, boxed in a Bourceron case, total weight of items 6.0 
grams. £400-600
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31 A pair of diamond line drop earrings, each has a dangling 
enhancing part detachable from the studs, brilliant diamonds 
encased in white metal collets, fitted with peg and butterflies, 
marked as '750', total estimated carat weight 1.12ct, drop 
length 4.0 cm, total weight of items 6.3 grams. £400-500

32 A synthetic emerald cocktail ring, centred with a step-cut 
synthetic emerald set in collet, surrounded by eight white 
stones and split shoulders, to a tapered flat shank, marked as 
'18k', ring size U, total weight of item 8.1 grams. £400-600

33 A sapphire and diamond cluster ring in 18ct gold, consisting of 
an oval faceted sapphire with deep and dark blue body colour, 
approximately measures 8.8 x 6.9 mm, claw set in the centre 
flanked by baguette diamonds, further framed with brilliant 
round diamonds on a raised mount, to a tapered D-section 
shank, London hallmarked '750', size N, total weight of item 
4.0 grams. £400-600

34 A Victorian snake brooch, composed of an entwined serpent in 
the form of the infinity symbol, turquoise cabochons and red 
stone set to the head, a loop in the mouth for enhancers, fitted 
with tube hinged pin stem and C-catch, unmarked, measures 
3.9 x 3.1 cm, total weight of item 6.3 grams. £150-250

35 Two 19th-century gem-set mourning rings; to include an 18ct 
yellow gold ring comprising a rectangular onyx panel in a 
grooved collet, superimposed on a wide ring band with the 
message 'In Memory Of' on black enamel, engravings inside 
the shank record the death of William Haily, London 
hallmarked, 1830, size L; A signet ring with an oval agate 
cabochon, collet set within an enamel frame, honouring the 
death of Ann Follit in 1798, to a tapered flat shank, metal 
unmarked, size U, ring head measures 19.1 x 15.0 mm. Total 
weight of items 8.3 grams (2). £250-350
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36 A synthetic ruby and garnet dress ring, comprises a marquise-
shaped synthetic ruby claw-set on a raised mount in the 
centre, bordered with round single-cut garnets, to a tapered 
shank, pinkish metal marked '750', ring head measures 27.3 x 
12.8 mm, ring size R, total weight of item 8.5 grams. £200-300

37 Two diamond solitaire rings and a diamond cluster ring; To 
include a diamond solitaire ring in 18ct bi-coloured gold, 
featuring a round brilliant diamond six claws set on a high 
profile cathedral mount, to a tapered D-shaped shank, London 
hallmarked '750' with maker's mark 'G&B', dated 1979, ring 
size M; A trellis diamond solitaire, consisting of a round brilliant 
diamond claw set on a twisted trellis mount, to a tapered flat 
shank stamped '750', ring size J½; A quatrefoil diamond 
cluster ring, consisting of round brilliant diamonds bezel set on 
a white metal mount stamped '14K', encrusted with melee 
diamonds and milgrain details, to a tapered flat shank, ring 
size N; Total weight of item 7.9 grams. £250-300

38 A collection of silver and white metal jewellery including a CZ 
cluster ring hallmarked as '925', a number of white metal 
bracelets and bangles marked '925', gem-set ear studs and 
earrings, quantity of necklaces, and other items of jewellery. 
£100-150

39 A heavy curb link bracelet, with box clasp and figure of eight 
safety catch, Italian hallmarked '750' with maker's mark 
'VALOR', measures 20.5 cm long, 45.0 grams. £1,000-1,500

40 A collection of silver and white metal jewellery; to include 
examples of a single Cartier cufflink, with double C logo and 
radiating motif, signed Cartier and marked with French assay 
marks; A silver open bangle, with British assay feature marks, 
London hallmarked, 2020; A silver hinged hollow bangle, with 
engraved foliate details, tongue and groove clasp, Birmingham 
hallmarked, 1961; A Links of London silver ring, size R½, 
London hallmarked, 2003; A lapis lazuli panel signet ring with 
Ankh engraving, size P, London hallmarked, 2019; a 
labradorite ring, size R; an oval ruby ring, size V; A pair of lapis 
lazuli earrings; A cameo pendant; and other items such as 
bangles, rings, chains etc. £150-250
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41 An intaglio ring, a dress stud and a broken Parker pen; to 
include a signet ring with lion intaglio on red jasper, collet set 
to a tapered D-section ring, unmarked, size N; A single dress 
stud with a carnelian intaglio, depicting battle scene, collect set 
to a yellow metal mount; A broken Parker fountain pen, barrel 
and cap in 9ct yellow gold, Flamme patterned, London 
hallmarked '375', 1975. Total weight of items 35.2 grams (3). 
£80-120

42 Montblanc - A rollerball pen, a pair of cufflinks and matching tie 
bar, all boxed; A Generation Rollerball pen with twist 
mechanism, barrel in black resin, gold-tone hardware, and 
emblem inlaid in cap top, measures 131 mm, cased; Tsar 
Nikolai I cufflinks, platinum plated and set with malachites, 
emblem on the fittings, accompanied with original packaging; 
Tsar Nikolai I tie bar, platinum plated and set with malachite, 
signed and Montblanc emblem on verso, accompanied with 
the original packaging. £200-300

43 A diamond solitaire ring, composed of an old-cut diamond 
approximately measures 3.8 x 3.8 x 2.7 mm in size, corner 
claw set on a high-profile mount with engraved shoulders, to a 
flat-edged shank with cheniers, hallmarked as 'PLAT & 18ct', 
size O, total weight of item 1.9 grams. £200-300

44 A pair of emerald and diamond earrings, each comprises six 
marquise-shaped emeralds and four brilliant diamond 
highlights, claw set on a brick link mount in yellow metal, 
backed with omega clip and post fittings, stamped '585 14K' 
with maker's mark 'CEI', measures 2.1 cm in length, total 
weight of items 6.6 grams. £500-700

45 A pair of 18 carat gold cufflinks in an associated Boucheron 
cufflink box. the rectangular cut-cornered plaques with 
engraved monograms; singe clip connections. London 1960 by 
Hans Georg Mautner. 15.5grams £350-450
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46 A sapphire and diamond flower head ring in 18ct gold, 
composed of a central faceted sapphire approximately 
measures 4.6 mm across, encircled by six slightly tinted 
brilliant-cut diamonds, claw set to a flower head mount with 
pointed petals, further embellished with smaller diamonds on 
the shoulders, to a flat shank with cheniers, London 
hallmarked '18', 1968, ring size P½, ring head measures 13.2 
mm across, weighs 5.0 grams. £400-600

47 A collection of miscellaneous costume jewellery items mainly 
in base metal; to include a silver Monica Vinader bracelet, 
British hallmarked as '925'; a J.Crew chunky link bracelet; a 
Julie Vos set; a few items from Swarovski; other items such as 
necklaces, earrings, and rings. £80-120

48 A Tiffany & Co. bookmark and a heart tag pendant; the 
bookmark is composed of a plated ladybug motif amid willow 
leaves engraved in the background, with a bamboo border, 
mirror-finished, signed 'Tiffany & Co. 925', dated 1999, 
accompanies with original pouch and packaging box, 
measures 15.8 x 2.6 cm; A Tiffany & Co. heart tag pendant on 
a replacement chain, signed 'Tiffany & Co. AG925', with 
original pouch and packaging box; Total weight of items 68.1 
grams (2). £100-150

49 A sapphire and diamond entourage ring, featuring a pear-
shaped sapphire in dark blue colour, approximately measures 
9.0 x 6.3 mm, encompassed by a two-tiers surround claw set 
of brilliant-cut diamonds, to a tapering flat shank, marked 'FR 
14KT', ring size K½, total weight of item 4.2 grams. £400-600

50 A diamond half eternity ring, comprises ten brilliant-cut 
diamonds with the size of 3.0 mm, pavé set on a D-profile 
band, metal unmarked but assessed as 18ct white gold, ring 
size O, total weight of item 4.5 grams. £300-500
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51 A 22ct gold wedding band and three other rings; The wedding 
band has a plain court-profile shank, Birmingham hallmarked 
'22' with maker's mark 'H.A', 1932, size P; A braided blue 
enamel ring, with Italy and a set of Arabic hallmarks struck as 
'18ct 750', size N; A nephrite jade saddle ring, marked '9ct', 
size Q½; A broken ring, unmarked. Total weight of items 16.6 
grams (4). £350-450

52 An Edwardian lavalier necklace with tourmaline, pearl and 
diamond, centred with a claw-set marquise tourmaline in 
green, with keshi pearls hanging below, to a surmount with old-
cut diamond accents, attached to a fine chain with pearl 
intervals, fastens with later added spring-ring clasp, unmarked, 
drop length 22.5 cm, total weight of item 4.4 grams. £300-400

53 Three 19th-century mourning rings; including a signet ring with 
a hexagonal onyx ring face with an old-cut diamond set in the 
centre, framed within a scrolled mount, taille d'épargne 
shoulders to a tapered shank enamelled with message 'In 
Memory Of', back of the ring head has an oval cutout revealing 
a panel of woven hair, engravings inside the shank record the 
death of Cooper, 1844, size U; The second ring has a blank 
onyx panel in the centre, flanked by two seed pearls, to a 
surround with scrollwork and ropework details, engraved ring 
shank with decorative cutouts showing plaited brown hair 
running around the band, unmarked, size R½; The last is a 
diamond cluster ring with black enamel taille d'épargne 
designs, featuring six old-cut diamonds claw set on a flower 
head mount and scrolled shoulders, to a tapered flat shank, 
unmarked, size M. Total weight of items 11.8 grams (3). 
£1,000-1,500

54 A yellow metal and ruby set bridal suite; comprising a 
necklace, pendant earrings, and hair piece; the ornate 
necklace set with eight oval cut rubies within a fringed, 36cm 
length beaded and layered panels to a silk cord fastening; with 
two stone fringed pendant earrings and a single stone drop 
tikka, hair piece from a triple row chain. All pieces marked 
'21k'. cased. Gross weight 115.7grams £3,000-4,000
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55 A synthetic colour-changing sapphire ring and a matching 
pendant; An octagon scissors-cut synthetic colour-changing 
sapphire, approximately measures 15.8 x 13.8 mm, claw set 
on mount with pierced gallery, to a chenier shouldered flat 
shank, marked as '9c', ring size I; A round mixed-cut synthetic 
colour-changing sapphire measuring 13.1 mm across, claw set 
on a pierced mount to plain bail, hallmarked '9ct'. Total weight 
of items 10.1 grams (2). £200-300

56 A Victorian enamel cross fleury with a diamond-studded 
serpent necklace, composed of a cobalt blue enamelled cross, 
with rose-cut diamond accents to terminals of each arm, the 
centre of the cross has entwined with a bejewelled serpent 
with red cabochon eyes and a forked tongue, scrollwork 
engravings on the reverse, to an enamelled loop bail, 
suspending on a cable chain, with guilloche enamel and 
hardstone bead intervals, secured by a spring-ring clasp; 
pendant unmarked, measures 5.0 x 3.1 cm; chain marked as 
'15', 59.5 cm in length, total weight of item 12.8 grams. £2,000-
3,000

57 A three-tier diamond cluster ring, consisting of thirteen round 
brilliant-cut diamonds, claw set on a white metal mount to a 
tapered court-profile shank, with a ring size adjuster clip, 
unmarked, size L, total weight of item 6.4 grams. £200-300

58 A small collection of gold and silver items, to include A 9ct gold 
fine curb link chain, London hallmarked '375', 1978; A rope 
chain marked '9ct'; A wheat chain Italian hallmarked '750'; A 
9ct gold 'RH' stick pin, Edinburgh hallmarked '375'; A pair of 
9ct gold octagonal cufflinks with engine turned pattern, 
Birmingham hallmarked '375' with maker's mark 'H.G&S', 
1956; A pair of silver cufflinks, Birmingham hallmarked '925' 
with maker's mark 'A&W'; A pair of oval cufflinks marked '9ct 
gold and silver'; A pair of shield cufflinks with a Thai dancer, 
marked 'Siam sterling'' A pair of octagonal cufflinks in bi-
coloured metal, unmarked. Total weight of items 60.4 grams. 
(9) £300-400

59 A three-piece diamond ring set in 18ct gold, consisting of a 
diamond solitaire ring in a high-profile claw setting with 
diamond accents graduated on shoulders; two matching ring 
guard enhancers with brilliant diamonds channel set on open-
work mount; all items are stamped with London import marks 
'750' with sponsor's mark 'T.I', 1989, individual ring band 
measures around 1.4 mm each, together in a set measures 
10.0 mm at the widest, 4.0 mm at the thinnest, size P½, total 
weight of item 5.8 grams. 
two stone deficient. £400-600
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60 A suite of six meander bangles, with a diamond stud pattern 
texture on the exterior, yellow metal unmarked (tests 18ct 
gold), inner circumference measures 17.0 cm, total weight of 
items 68.8 grams (6). £1,500-2,000

61 A five-stone diamond half hoop ring, comprises five graduated 
diamonds set in collets with millgrain details, to a tapered flat-
edged shank, marked '18ct & PT', size K, weighs 1.8 grams. 
£200-300

62 A full sovereign pendant, featuring a Victoria 1900 sovereign 
coin, set in ring mount, to scroll surmount and loop bail, metal 
unmarked, total weight of item 11.6 grams. £300-400

63 A synthetic emerald and diamond entourage ring, centrally set 
with an oval synthetic emerald of 7.6 x 6.1 mm, in a four-claw 
setting bordered by a frame of ten light yellow brilliant-cut 
diamonds, pavé set to a scalloped cluster with polished edges 
and openwork gallery, with tapered shoulders to a plain flat 
shank, Russian hallmarked '585', ring size N, total weight of 
item 5.2 grams. £800-1,200

64 A pair of blue topaz drop earrings in 9ct white gold, each 
consists of two claw set pear-cut topazes, leading to a capped 
briolette-cut topaz, dangling from peg and butterfly fittings with 
a CZ highlight, '375' convention marks with maker's mark 
'ATLd', drop length 4.2 cm, total weight of items 5.0 grams. 
£150-200
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65 A small collection of 9ct gold items; to include a cross pendant 
on a fine curb chain with spring-ring clasp, Birmingham 
hallmarked '375', 2003, measures 43.0 cm in length; A yellow 
gold rope chain without clasps, '375' convention marks, 17.5 
cm long; A yellow gold fine curb chain with broken clasp, '375' 
convention marks, 41.5 cm long; A flat curb chain with lobster 
clasp, Italian hallmarked '375', 45.5 cm long; A single creole 
earring marked '375'; A pair of hoop earrings in yellow metal 
unmarked. Total weight of items 26.2 grams (6). £250-350

66 A gem-set kingfisher brooch in 9ct gold, wirework in the form of 
a kingfisher, with a garnet eye and an amethyst body, white 
gold snapper in beak, perching on a branch, backed with 
hinged pin stem and roll-over safety catch, London hallmarked 
'375', 1960, measures 3.5 x 1.8 cm, weighs 6.5 grams. £80-
120

67 A small collection of jewellery and a silver ballpoint pen; to 
include a 9ct gold City of London shield enamel pendant, and a 
matching lapel button in silver by Paul Longmire, Birmingham 
hallmarked, 1985; A Links of London sterling silver ballpoint 
pen in leather pouch, Edinburgh 2004; An Ankh pendant, 
Middle Eastern hallmarked as '18'; A yellow metal dress stud 
and an assortment of mother of pearl dress studs. £100-150

68 An amethyst and seed pearl lavalier necklace, featuring a large 
cushion-cut amethyst, approximately measures 16.0 x 16.0 
mm, mount within a seed pearl embellished surround, 
suspending a collet-set oval amethyst below and attached to a 
round amethyst surmount, on a fine cable chain and tube box 
clasp, metal unmarked, drop length 26.5 cm, total weight of 
item 11.7 grams. £300-500

69 A pearl and diamond three-leaf clover ring, three split pearls 
assembled as a trefoil motif, collet set with rose-cut diamond 
highlights to a tapered flat shank in yellow gold, hallmarked 
'18', ring size Q½, ring head 9.8 mm across, total weight of 
item 3.7 grams. £150-250
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70 A garnet and paste jewellery set together with other items, 
including examples of a synthetic spinel dress ring; An 
amethyst bar brooch; Two filigree hinged bracelets in white 
metal; A maple leaf brooch with composite turquoise. £150-
250

71 An oval money clip in 18ct yellow gold, Sheffield hallmarked 
'750' with maker's mark 'KW', 1991, measures 5.3 x 2.6 cm, 
total weight of item 14.9 grams. £300-500

72 A 9ct gold charm bracelet, consisting of a hollow rose gold 
curb chain, attached with a collection of ten assorted yellow 
gold charms, all individually hallmarked, fastened with a heart-
shaped padlock and secured with safety chain, London 
hallmarked '375', approximately measuring 17.0 cm in length, 
total weight of item 23.9 grams. £250-350

73 An enamel and paste and yellow metal bridal set; the necklace 
composed of scrolling and oval pierced panels centred with 
colourless paste stones and with green and red enamel 
detailing, with a foliate drop and fringe decoration set with 
pear-shaped glass droppers, 15cm length to a silk cord 
fastening, with a pair of pendant earrings en suite. Marked 
'21k'. Gross weight 25.5 grams. Cased. £1,000-1,500

74 A carved opal pendant, comprises precious opal with a light 
background, displaying spectral play-of-colour ranging from 
green to purple, carved into a floral spray, mount on 18ct 
yellow gold to a plain bail, Sheffield hallmarked '750', 1980, 
measures 21.6 x 8.2 mm (excluding bail), weighs 1.4 grams. 
£80-120
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75 A diamond trellis engagement ring and a fitted enhancer 
guard; The engagement ring forms from one centre brilliant-cut 
diamond, claw set in a trellis mount, the claws and shoulders 
are halfway pavé-set with smaller diamonds, to a tapered flat 
shank, metal unmarked, ring size L, estimated total diamond 
weight 1.10ct; Together with a fit ring enhancer guard, made 
and cast after the engagement ring, alternating diamonds and 
pink sapphires set in 9ct white gold, hallmarked as '375' with 
maker's mark 'JCW', size L; Total weight of items 7.2 grams 
(2). 

Together with an insurance valuation for the engagement ring, 
stating the colour and clarity of the central diamond to be I/J, 
I3, metal assessed as 14K gold, dated October 2011. £1,000-
1,500

76 A diamond solitaire bypass ring in platinum, featuring a brilliant 
diamond claw set in bypass mount to tapered flat shank, 
Sheffield hallmarked as platinum with maker's mark 'SLW', 
1989, ring size J½, total weight of item 4.5 grams. £400-600

77 A pair of Roberto Coin 'Nugget' earrings, each earring consists 
of two hollow 'gold nuggets' strung on a cable link chain, fitted 
with peg and omega clip, signed Roberto Coin, Italian 
hallmarked '750', drop length measures 3.6 cm, total weight of 
items 12.0 grams. £300-400

78 A diamond rivière necklace, by Greek designer 
Pentheroudakis, comprises an array of round brilliant-cut 
diamonds of the same size, with an estimated total weight of 
12.20ct, approximate colour and clarity H, VVS, three-claw set 
on linked yellow precious metal mounts, fastens with tongue 
clasp and a fold-over safety catch, marked as '750', in a travel 
pouch signed Pentheroudakis, measures 40.5 cm in length, 
28.8 grams. £8,000-12,000

79 A diamond solitaire ring, consisting of a round brilliant diamond 
measures 8.7 x 8.7 x 5.0 mm, white claw setting to coronet 
mount, cheniers under shoulders, to a D-section shank, 
marked as '18K', size N, total weight of item 3.3 grams. 

Together with E.D.R certificate, the diamond stating colour 
and clarity to be H-I, I1-I2, dated August 2020. £4,000-5,000
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80 A sideways mounted marquise diamond ring, consisting a 
marquise-cut diamond of approximately 8.8 x 4.4 x 2.4 mm, 
mounted sideways in a tension setting, flanked by yellow-toned 
cross lashing details, to a plain tapered court-profile shank in 
white precious metal, stamped as '750', ring size I, total weight 
of item 6.4 grams. £600-800

81 A five-stone diamond half hoop ring, comprises five old-cut 
diamonds graduating from the centre, claw set in bi-coloured 
metal mount to a flat-edged shank with cheniers, marked as 
'18ct', ring size M½, total weight of item 2.3 grams. £250-300

82 An 18ct gold Albert chain with Masonic cube fob, the Albert 
chain is composed of curb links with alternating sections in 
pink and white coloured gold, slides through a T-bar in yellow 
gold, fitted with a swivel on one end and a spring-ring clasp on 
the other, suspending a yellow metal Masonic cube fob 
symbolising the 'Perfect Ashlar', four brackets folding out to 
reveal a cross of six pyramids, engraved with various symbols, 
Albert chain hallmarked as '18', fob marked 'D & Co. Rd 
592405', chain measures 44.0 cm, fob measures 13.0 mm 
across, 46.0 x 35.0 mm expanded, 39.9 grams. £800-1,200

83 A gem-set whirlpool brooch, comprises swirls of rose-cut 
diamonds, faceted rubies, emeralds as well as a demantoid 
garnet, pavé-set on a circular mount with wirework edge, 
backed with a hinged pin stem and C-catch, unmarked, 
measures 2.4 cm across, total weight of item 4.6 grams. £100-
200

84 A pair of diamond-set earrings, each consists of brilliant 
diamond with an estimated total weight of 0.32ct, pavé set on a 
curved panel in white metal, backed with post and clip fittings, 
stamped as '18kt', measures 1.4 cm in length, total weight of 
items 5.9 grams. £400-600
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85 An enamelled trinity ring, with three interwoven rings that 
resembles a Borromean link, which is also commonly referred 
to as a rolling ring, each D-profile ring has black enamel 
stripes, Italian hallmarked as '750', size I½, each band 
measures 3.1 mm wide and 10.8 mm together when worn, total 
weight of item 12.1 grams. £300-500

86 A floral bridal parure with seed pearls, comprising a pair of 
earrings, a necklace, a bangle, and a ring; The earrings each 
has a seed pearl cluster set against textured foliate, to a peg 
and clip fitting, unmarked; The choker necklace has a similar 
design, with seed pearl cluster embellished with textured 
leaves, to a hinged D-section curved band, fastened with 
tongue and groove clasp, secured with figure of eight safety 
catch, stamped as '22K KDM' (gold and cadmium alloy), inner 
circumference measures 42.7 cm; The hinged bangle is similar 
fashioned, stamped '22K KDM', inner circumference measures 
16.0 cm; A pearl cluster ring with textured foliate, with 
bifurcated shoulders to a flat shank, maked '22K' with maker's 
mark 'A.S', size J; Total weight of items 76.2 grams (4). £1,500
-2,000

87 A five-stone diamond half hoop ring in 18ct gold and platinum, 
with five old-cut diamonds, illusion flush set on a scalloped 
mount with millgrain edges, to a tapered court-profile shank, 
hallmarked as '18ct PLAT', ring size K½, weighs 3.1 grams. 
£100-150

88 Two matching 9ct gold bar bracelets, each consists of a curved 
bar approximately measures 4.3 cm long, attached to faceted 
cable links and fastened with spring-ring clasp, with '375' 
convention marks and maker's mark 'UnoAErre', measures 
19.5 cm in length, total weight of items 10.1 grams (2). £100-
150
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89 An assemble of white metal jewellery; to include examples of a 
mother of pearl bracelet, with Chinese characters on each link 
that reads blessing messages, fastens with tongue and groove 
clasp, marked 'silver sterling Made in Hong Kong', measures 
18.0 cm long; An intricate fretwork bracelet with animal motifs 
and a kneeling monk, tongue and groove clasp, unmarked, 
18.0 cm long; A rectangular dendritic agate panel brooch, 
marked 'silver', 5.2 x 4.0 cm; A floral necklace with amber 
cabochons and bar links, marked 'Bch 925'; A free-form rough 
amber brooch in a metal mount with foliate details, unmarked; 
A tulip marcasite brooch; A mother of pearl and pink paste 
marcasite pendant; An octagonal St.Christopher necklace; A 
charm bracelet and two finger rings. Total weight of items 
154.7 grams (11). £200-300

90 A five-stone diamond ring in platinum, composed of five round 
brilliant diamonds mounted in a six-claws setting, to a tapered 
flat shank, Sheffield hallmarked as platinum, 1989, ring size K 
(with sizing beads), total weight of item 6.2 grams. £2,000-
3,000

91 A garnet and diamond arrow bar brooch, and another arrow 
jabot brooch; the bar brooch in the form of an arrow, consists 
of a crescent-shaped garnet cabochon set in the centre of the 
shaft, feather fletching encrusted with old-cut diamonds, fitted 
with hinged pin stem and C-catch, unmarked, 4.6 cm long; The 
arrow jabot brooch composed by a pin as the arrow shaft, and 
detachable fletching, embellished with rose-cut diamond 
accents and millgrain details, unmarked, 6.6 cm long. Total 
weight of items 6.1 grams (2). £200-300

92 An amethyst ring in 9ct gold, comprises an elongated oval 
amethyst cabochon, collet set in mount with trumpeted 
shoulders, to tapered flat shank hallmarked '375', London, 
1981, ring size M, total weight of item 3.4 grams. £70-90

93 A garnet and amethyst flowerhead ring in 9ct gold, comprises 
two layers of openwork collets in the form of petals, set with 
drop-shaped chequerboard cut garnets and amethysts, topped 
with a brilliant-cut amethyst accent, to a tapered flat-edged 
shank, hallmarked '375' with maker's mark QVC, ring size N½, 
ring head measures 18.5 mm across, total weight of item 4.0 
grams. £80-120
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94 A bag of assorted base metal costume jewellery, including 
various Indian-style jewellery sets, multiple chains, bracelets, 
bangles, earrings and pendants. £80-120

95 Two pearl and lapis lazuli endless necklaces; both consist of a 
row of white oval pearls with pink overtones, hand-knotted with 
pyramid-shaped lapis lazuli intervals, flanked by gold-toned 
rondelles, one measures 104.0 cm long, another 
approximately 109.0 cm in length, total weight of items 78.6 
grams (2). £200-300

96 A Victorian gem-set heart pendant and a bar brooch; the 
pendant is composed of various-sized seed pearls and 
amethyst highlight, set on a mount with applied flower spray 
motif, encompassed within a white enamelled heart-shaped 
frame, appended to a decorated surmount and bail, marked as 
'15ct', drop length 2.0 cm; A pearl and diamond bar brooch, 
with three seed pearls flanked by rose-cut diamonds, on a 
white metal mount with millgrain details, framed by a white 
enamel boder, to hinged pin steam and C-catch, together with 
a safety chain, marked as '15ct PLAT', 2.4 cm across, cased in 
a Goldsmiths' & Silversmiths' Company 112 Regent Street 
presentation box. Total weight of items 6.3 grams (2). £300-
400

97 Quantity of costume jewellery, to include items such as three 
lady wristwatches, some gem-set brooches, ear clips, bangles 
and stick pins. £100-150

98 A sapphire and diamond ring, featuring a French cut sapphire 
collet set in the centre, flanked by two old-European cut 
diamonds, knife-edge shoulders tapering to a plain flat shank, 
metal unmarked, size K, total weight of item 1.5 grams. £200-
300
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99 A Victorian Etruscan Revival style pendant on chain, with a 
raised oval dome in the centre, in sky blue enamel and inlaid 
with an eight-pointed star set with coral and interspersed with 
old-cut diamonds, granulation and wirework details on the 
surround, locket compartment on the reverse, to a similarly 
fashioned bail, connecting to a detachable spring-ring clasp, 
with the ends of interlocking links with bead terminals, yellow 
metal unmarked, chain measures 45.0 cm in length, pendant 
4.6 x 2.6 cm, 54.5 grams. £2,000-3,000

100 Bulgari - 'Parentesi' jewellery set in 18ct bi-coloured gold, of 
modular designed fancy links; consisting of a necklace, box 
clasp fastening, measures 41.5 cm long; a cuff open bangle, 
inner circumference 16.0 cm; a pair of earrings, fitted with post 
and butterfly backs, 1.7 cm drop; signed Bvlgari, London 
import hallmarks '750' with sponsor's mark 'CG', 1991. Total 
weight of items 95.2 grams (3). £2,500-3,500

101 A diamond-set panel ring, with an oval face fully pavé-set with 
differently sized rose-cut diamonds, on a closed back mount to 
a tapering shank, metal unmarked, size O, ring head measures 
1.5 x 1.2 cm, weighs 3.6 grams. £200-300

103 A gem-set navette ring, comprises multiple calibré-cut rubies 
and red pastes in a cruciform, table-cut and rose-cut colourless 
stones pavé-set on the acanthus surround, and a claw-set 
highlight in the centre, to knife-edged shoulders to tapered 
court profile shank, bi-coloured metal unmarked, ring size I½, 
ring head measures 22.2 x 10.0, total weight of item 3.0 
grams. £200-300

104 A triple row diamond ring and a diamond cluster ring; the triple 
row ring is composed of three differently designed diamond 
rings and soldered together at the back of the shank, all three 
consist of brilliant-cut diamonds set on the ring head together 
with some smaller side accents, adjoined to a tapering flat 
shank, marked as '14K' and '8K', ring size T½; The diamond 
cluster ring, with a central brilliant-cut diamond protruding from 
a high-profile claw setting, surrounded by smaller diamond 
clusters, forming a flower head altogether, to a tapered D-
profile shank, marked '14K', size N. Total weight of items 10.2 
grams (2). £200-300
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105 A pearl and diamond lavalier pendant, composes of graduated 
rose-cut diamonds set in open back scrollwork mount, with 
foliate and millgrain details, highlighted with a pearl in the 
centre, finished in a pearl dangling from the base, metal 
unmarked, measuring 5.2 x 3.8 cm, total weight of item 6.8 
grams. £200-300

106 A yellow metal nugget pendant, a pair of African carved 
fuchsite cufflinks with a matching pendant; The metal nugget 
pendant has a soldered loop; The African cufflinks with 
fuchsite (tradename Verdite) carved with a stylised human 
face, to bar fittings, unmarked; The matching pendant 
comprises a figurine carved from fuchsite applied onto a yellow 
metal open work backing and bail, unmarked. Total weight of 
items 34.9 grams (3). £200-300

107 A dress ring with synthetic spinel and diamonds, featuring a 
colourless synthetic spinel in a high-profile six claw setting, 
superimposed upon a textured dome, embellished with small 
single-cut diamonds along the edge, to a tapered D-section 
shank, metal unmarked (tests 14ct gold), ring head measures 
15.7 mm across, ring size R, total weight of item 7.4 grams. 
one diamond deficient. £150-200

108 A pair of pearl and diamond earrings, each consisting of an 8.5 
mm cream coloured pearl with pink overtone, set in a swivel 
yellow metal mount, to a bevelled teardrop surmount pavé set 
with brilliant diamonds, fitted with posts without stoppers, 
unmarked, overall dimensions approximately measuring 2.2 x 
0.9 cm, total weight of items 9.8 grams. £250-350

109 A full sovereign ring in gold, featuring an Edward VII 1910 
sovereign coin, mounted in a reeded collet, to a tapered shank, 
fineness mark rubbed off, London, 1975, ring size T, total 
weight of item 18.6 grams. £400-600
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110 A Victorian amethyst and diamond cluster ring, featuring a 
round mixed-cut amethyst with intense purple body colour with 
reddish hematite needle inclusions, encircled by a rose-cut 
diamond border, flanked by shield-cut amethysts collet set on 
the shoulders, to D-section shank with foliate details, 
unmarked, ring size J½, ring head measures 10.5 mm across, 
total weight of item 2.9 grams. £300-400

111 A miscellaneous collection of dress studs and collar pins; A 9ct 
gold collar pin, Birmingham hallmarked '375' with maker's mark 
'A&W', 1980; A yellow precious metal collar pin, Egyptian 
hallmarked '18'; An 18ct gold dress stud, Birmingham 
hallmarked, 1916; A yellow precious metal dress stud, 
Egyptian hallmarked '18', 1923; Two other unmarked dress 
studs in yellow metal. Total weight of items 8.8 grams (6). £80-
120

112 A 9ct gold signet ring, an enamel brooch, a pendant and a 
coin; A signet ring consists of an oval onyx panel inlay with a 
coat of arms 'tout pour l'église' (everything for the church) 
intaglio, to a tapered D-section ring, Sheffield hallmarked '375', 
ring size D½; The enamel bow brooch, composed of red 
enamelled on yellow metal, in a motif of ribbon tied in a bow, 
adorned with floral details on the ribbon, fitted with a tube 
hinged pin stem and C-catch, as well as a hanging hook at the 
bottom, measures 2.6 cm across; A pendant of an Egyptian 4 
para coin reproduction, with Tughra on the observe, struck 
'year 4 1277AH' on the reverse, no milled on edge, to a jump 
ring bail; Old coin with laureate on the obverse and greek 
alphabets on the reverse. Total weight of items 14.0 grams (4). 
£1,000-1,500

113 A horse-drawn carriage brooch set with diamonds, in the form 
of a Hansom cab, the horse, cabriolet and driver encrusted 
with old-cut diamonds, and a ruby highlight, spinnable kinetic 
wheels, backed with hinged pin-stem and roll-over safety 
catch, metal unmarked, measures 3.3 x 2.8 cm, total weight of 
item 11.3 grams. £200-300

114 A single row pearl necklace with gem-set clasp, with a strand 
of hand-knotted pearls of 7.5 mm, cream body colour with 
slight pink overtones, attached to a navette box clasp set with 
a faceted cushion sapphire and flanked by rose-cut diamonds, 
unmarked, necklace measures 49.0 cm in length, total weight 
of item 32.9 grams. £300-400
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115 A bracelet by Danish designer Hermann Siersbol and a silver 
necklace; The bracelet is composed of stylised shell and pearl 
links in white metal, fastening with a concealed box clasp, 
stamped with HS maker's mark and 'STERLING DENMARK', 
measuring 19.3 cm long; The silver necklace comprises a 
chunky twisted rope chain, fastening with a spring-ring clasp, 
British import marks '925', dated 1976, measuring 61.5 cm 
long, 9.0 mm wide; Total weight of items 101.2 grams (2). 
£100-150

116 A pair of butterfly earrings in 9ct gold, each comprises a set of 
four pear-shaped blue and pink sapphires, resembling butterfly 
wings, claw set to mount with highlights on the body, backed 
with post and butterfly fittings, Birmingham hallmarked '375' 
with maker's mark 'TJC', measures 11.3 x 10.3 mm in size, 
total weight of items 1.9 grams. £60-80

117 A rope chain bracelet with assorted charms, attached with 
mostly 9ct yellow gold charms, to include examples of a 
Masonic orb that could be expanded as a cross with pyramids 
engraved with symbols; a 1903 half sovereign mounted coin; a 
1958 full sovereign mounted coin; some gem-set fobs and ring; 
chain stamped as '750', approximately measuring 19.5 cm, 
total weight of item 88.0 grams. £1,500-2,000

118 An amethyst cluster bracelet, consisting of six free-forming 
amethyst druzy crystal aggregates, collet set to hinged white 
metal mounts, fitted with an adjustable toggle clasp, marked as 
'925', measures 23.5 cm in length, total weight of item 110.0 
grams. £40-60

119 A ruby and diamond three-stone ring in 18ct gold, centred with 
a faceted round synthetic ruby, flanked by two old-cut 
diamonds, claw set on a coronet setting, to tapered flat shank, 
London hallmarked '750' with maker's mark 'EF', 2006, ring 
size P, weighs 2.8 grams. £150-250
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120 An 18ct yellow gold twisted rope chain, with spring-ring clasp 
fastenings, London import marks with sponsors' mark 'NmWb', 
1979, measuring 51.0 cm in length, weighs 17.1 grams. £500-
700

121 Indian gem-set jewellery including two bangles and a pair of 
drop earrings; The first bangle comprises three rows of pearls, 
threaded to a base metal band, with embellishments set with 
pink and green stones, fastens with a hinge-style catch with a 
friction fit, unmarked, inner circumference measures 16.0 cm; 
The second bangle consists of single row of pearls, threaded 
to a base metal band, fastens with a hinge-style tension catch, 
unmarked, inner circumference measures 15.0 cm; The pair of 
drop earrings each consists a pear-shaped ruby collet set 
within a threaded pearl border, suspending with pearl fringes, 
to a similarly fashioned surmount with round ruby framed by 
pearls, fitted with pole and screw-on backs, unmarked, drop 
length 5.5 cm; total weight of items 47.5 grams (3). £300-500

122 Three coral beaded necklaces; to include one with graduated 
branch coral beads, fastens with box clasp, which measures 
56.0 cm long; another necklace with small coral beads woven 
into larger aggregates, closes with spring ring clasp, central 
sphere measures 1.9 cm across, overall length 41.0 cm; lastly 
a necklace with graduated spherical coral beads, sizing from 
4.5 mm to 8.3 mm, fastens with spring ring clasp, overall 
length 44.0 cm. Total weight of items 81.9 grams (3). £150-250

123 A ruby and diamond heart pendant, featuring square step-cut 
rubies in a tufted heart shape design in the centre, surrounded 
by a frame of pavé set brilliant-cut diamonds, to a plain bail, 
yellow metal stamped '18K 750', measures 2.5 x 2.0 cm 
(including bail), total weight of item 4.9 grams. £200-300

124 A floral brooch, depicting a flower head with textured spouting 
petals, stamens emanating from the centre, claw set with a 
single-cut diamond and colourless stones, fitted with a hinged 
pin stem and a roll-over safety catch, metal unmarked, 
measuring 4.4 x 2.8 cm, total weight of item 10.1 grams. £300-
500
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125 A pair of Modernist opal cufflinks, each comprises a long oval 
Australian opal inlay, bordered by an onyx frame, set in closed-
back collets with applied bird nest motifs, fitted with U arm and 
triangular swivel, yellow metal stamped as '14K', measures 2.9 
x 1.5 cm, total weight of items 20.1 grams. £600-800

126 A double row pearl bracelet with a matching ring, the bracelet 
comprises two strands of 6.0 mm round pearls in cream body 
colour, with yellow metal bar spacers set with brilliant 
diamonds, fastened with a flowerhead box clasp with four pink 
pearls, bar spacers marked 'K18', box clasp 'K14', measures 
18.0 cm in length; the ring features a cream pearl with a pink 
overtone in 8.5 mm, flanked by brilliant diamond accents on a 
yellow metal mount, to a tapered D-profile shank, marked as 
'K18' and maker's mark 'KU', ring size L; Total weight of items 
27.5 grams (2). £250-350

127 A four-stone diamond petal ring, consisting of four marquise-
cut diamonds with an approximate colour G/H and clarity VS1-
VS2, claw set and arranged into a flower head, to a plain flat 
shank, Birmingham hallmarked '750' with maker's mark 'KJ', 
ring size N, ring head measuring 7.6 mm across, total weight 
of item 3.3 grams. £150-250

128 Two 9ct gold gem-set rings and a white agate panel 
decoration; inluding a three-stone ring with two graduated 
precious opal cabochons, claw set on a mount with scrolling 
surround, to tapered flat shank, Birmingham hallmarked '375' 
and marker's mark CL&S, size M; A garnet and pearl cluster 
ring, comprises a round faceted garnet in the centre, encircled 
by seed pearls, claw set to a beaded daisy head mount, 
trumpeted shoulders supported by cheniers to a tapered D-
section shank, Birmingham hallmarked '375' with maker's mark 
'W&G', 1964, size P½; An oval white agate panel, with applied 
forget-me-not motif set with turquoise cabochons, measuring 
2.2 x 2.9 cm. Total weight of items 10.4 grams (3). £80-120

129 A pair of clip-on earrings and a pearl ring; the ear clips each 
has a hollow double-fold formed in yellow metal, backed with 
clip fittings, marked '14K'; the pearl ring contains a 7.5 mm 
round pearl, mount within a tapered claw setting to a flat 
shank, marking rubbed off, size M½. Total weight of items 15.5 
grams (2). £250-350
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130 Eight assorted gem-set ring, including An 18ct gold three-stone 
bypass ring, London hallmarked, 1974, size P; A three-stone 
diamond ring, marked '18ct', size O½; Another three-stone 
diamond ring, marked '18ct PLAT', size Q; A 9ct gold ruby and 
diamond bypass ring, featuring a faceted ruby flanked by two 
old-cut diamonds, hallmarked '375', size R; A 9ct gold ruby and 
diamond cluster ring, hallmarked '375', size L; A 9ct gold 
synthetic sapphire and white stone ring, Birmingham 
hallmarked '375', size K; A silver and CZ cluster ring, 
Birmingham hallmarked '925', 1990, size T; A CZ cluster ring, 
size L. Total weight of items 21.8 grams (8). £250-350

131 A three-strand pearl necklace with 18ct gold and diamond 
clasp, comprises three rows of round cream-coloured pearls 
with pink overtones of 7.0 mm, hand-knotted to a circular box 
clasp, centrally set with an 8.8 mm round pearl, encompassed 
by tiered brilliant-cut diamonds, London hallmarked '750' with 
maker's mark 'DLd', 1992, boxed in a Boucheron case, 
measuring 39.0 cm in length, total weight of item 89.9 grams. 
£400-600

132 A pair of diamond ear studs, each comprises a round brilliant-
cut diamond with a 4.5 mm diametres, mounted in a four-claw 
setting, to peg and butterfly fittings, marked '375', total weight 
of items 0.7 grams. £300-350

133 A diamond eternity ring, featuring seventeen brilliant-cut 
diamonds six-claw set in the mount, metal unmarked and 
tested as platinum, ring size K½, total weight of item 4.6 
grams. £1,000-1,500

134 A pair of Art Deco-style diamond and sapphire drop earrings, 
each of the amphora-shaped earrings comprises brilliant 
diamonds pavé-set on a two-toned mount with applied 
palmette motif, with border calibré-set with sapphires, to an 
embellished bifurcated surmount, connecting to articulating 
links, fitted post and bullet clutch backs, marked as 'PSN 750', 
drop length 4.8 cm, total weight of items 9.7 grams. £2,000-
2,500
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135 An emerald and diamond dress ring, centred with an emerald-
cut emerald of 7.0 x 6.6 mm, corner claw set on a raised mount 
in yellow metal, flanked by calibré-set diamonds on trumpeted 
shoulders, to a tapered flat shank in white metal, unmarked, 
size P, total weight of item 5.2 grams. £200-300

136 Tiffany & Co. - A silver mesh bib necklace with tie ends, 
designed by Elsa Peretti, signed by T&Co. on oval plaque, 
London hallmarked '925', dated 2011, measuring 67.0 cm long, 
total weight of item 21.3 grams. 

RRP £885 £150-250

137 A Victorian enamel and diamond heart brooch, featuring a 
layered floral spray set with rose-cut diamonds, on a heart-
shaped dome with cobalt blue enamel background, backed 
with a 'tunnel' (possibly for a chain as a pendant enhancer) and 
later added hinged pin-stem and roll over safety catch fittings, 
unmarked, measures 17.1 x 15.7 mm, total weight of item 4.6 
grams. £200-300

138 A quantity of costume jewellery and coral bead items; to 
include examples of a pair of D'Orlan earrings from the 'Buried 
Treasure' collection; A pair of cultured pearl shepherds hook 
earrings; a three-row coral bead bracelet, with plastic rose 
spacer and box clasp, measures 15.0 cm in length; A pink 
coral bead necklace fastens with barrel clasp, measures 46.5 
cm in length. £150-250

139 Calgaro - woven mesh and amethyst beaded necklace and a 
pair of matching earrings; The necklace is composed of 
multiple finely woven mesh strands in yellow precious metal, 
all adjoined at both ends through a foldover clasp, each strand 
slides in numerous faceted amethyst rondelles, measures 43.0 
cm in length; A pair of matching fringe earrings, each earring 
comprises woven mesh strands strung through rows of faceted 
amethyst beads, to a brush finished panel surmount, fitted with 
peg and butterfly backs, drop length 5.0 cm; both signed and 
Italian hallmarked as '750', total weight of items 37.3 grams 
(2). £200-300
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140 A black opal signet ring, featuring an oval precious opal panel, 
translucent body with a dark background colour, exhibiting 
play-of-colour optical effect, ranging from green to purple, 
collet set to a tapered shank with carved cross-hatching 
patterns on shoulders, unmarked but tests as 18ct, ring head 
measures 13.4 x 11.1 mm, size M, weighs 8.8 grams. £600-
800

141 A black onyx and diamond dress set, of a rounded square 
design, with concaved onyx edged with an engine-turned 
platinum border, centred with diamond highlight in millgrain 
collet, including four shirt buttons, a pair of cufflinks and two 
collar studs, marked '18ct and PLAT', cased, total weight of 
items 18.4 grams. £600-800

142 Frédéric Vernon - Art Nouveau 'Madonna' pendant in mother of 
pearl, plique-à-jour enamel and pearl border, showcasing a 
mother of pearl cameo depicting Virgin Mary, after his 'Virgo 
Virginum' medal design, on a floral pierced-through 
background filled with plique-à-jour enamels, framed by seed 
pearls, signed F. Vernon, numbered on frame and bail, French 
eagle's head hallmarks (indicates 18ct) and maker's mark, 
measures 32.0 mm across (excluding bail), total weight of item 
9.7 grams.
Frédéric Charles Victor de Vernon (1858-1912) was a 
celebrated French sculptor and medallist. He was educated at 
École des beaux-arts and won the Grand Prix de Rome in the 
engraving category in 1887, he then spent a three-year 
residency at Villa Medici. His pieces were featured in 
numerous exhibitions in the Paris Salon, and eventually named 
Chevalier de la Légion d'Honneur in 1900. £2,000-3,000

143 A sapphire and diamond halo ring, comprises a strongly 
dichroic sapphire in oval-cut, encircled in a frame of single-cut 
diamonds, collet set in a white metal mount with millgrain 
details, rose-cut embellishment on trumpeted shoulders, to 
tapered court-profile shank, ring size P, ring head measures 
9.6 x 7.8 mm, total weight of item 2.7 grams. £150-250
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144 A diamond cluster ring, featuring nine brilliant-cut diamonds 
claw set in a white metal mount, to a tapered D-profile shank 
with cheniers, marked '18C', size P, ring head measuring 1.2 
cm across, total weight of item 5.0 grams. £500-700

145 An Emerald and diamond half eternity ring in 18ct gold, with 
five round faceted emeralds alternating with four diamonds, 
with an estimated total weight of 0.18ct, scalloped pavé-set on 
a white gold mount, to a tapered flat shank, Birmingham 
hallmarked '750' with maker's mark 'S&C', dated 1975, ring 
size M, total weight of item 3.1 grams. £200-300

146 A diamond solitaire ring in platinum, centring with a brilliant-cut 
diamond approximately measures 6.4 x 6.4 x 4.0 mm, claw set 
on a high-profile mount, to plain tapering D-section shank, 
Birmingham hallmarked '950', size L, total weight of item 4.3 
grams. £1,200-1,800

147 Tiffany & Co. - 'Victoria' pendant in platinum with diamonds, 
consisting of four marquise-cut diamonds claw set as a flower 
cluster, to a fine cable chain and spring-ring clasp, signed 
Tiffany, London hallmarked '950', 2010, official size large, 43.5
 cm in length, 3.8 grams. 
RRP £10,700 £1,000-1,500

148 A pair of yellow metal tragedy & comedy cufflinks, each collet 
set with a brilliant-cut diamond accent on panel, to toggle bar 
fittings, struck '585 14K' with maker's mark 'JJ', measures 2.1 x 
1.4 cm, total weight of items 12.2 grams. £200-300
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149 A full hoop diamond eternity ring; the platinum band set with a 
continuous row of channel set diamonds. French poincon 
marks. Total diamond weight estimated to be in excess of 3.5 
carats. Ring size T½. 8.07 grams. £3,000-4,000

150 A silver and cubic zirconia necklace and bracelet set, together 
with four other bracelets; The necklace and bracelet matching 
set in silver by Oscar & lewis, necklace drop length measures 
22.5 cm, bracelet measures 19.0 cm long, Birmingham 
hallmarked 2004-2007, cased; A silver Art Deco-style bracelet 
measures 18.5 cm long, Birmingham hallmarked with maker's 
mark 'QVC', 2008; Another similar bracelet fully set with CZs 
measures 19.0 cm long, Birmingham hallmarked with maker's 
mark 'QVC', 2008; A pink and white CZ bracelet in silver 
measures 19.0 cm long, Birmingham hallmarked with maker's 
mark 'QVC', 2008; A silver and cold enamel bracelet, marked 
'silver china'. £150-200

151 A garnet and red paste garland necklace in gilt metal, with 
florets, five-pointed stars and teardrop designs, attached to 
fancy belcher links with tube clasp and safety chain, metal 
unmarked, measures 42.0 cm long, total weight of item 19.7 
grams. 

one stone deficient. £80-120

152 A yellow metal dress ring, claw set with eight colourless stones 
to a tapering flat shank, marked '14K 585', size Q½, total 
weight of item 7.5 grams. £100-150

153 A diamond eternity ring, comprises an array of brilliant-cut 
diamonds channel set on a closed back mount, to a court-
shaped band, marked 'UTP PLAT', ring size L, total weight of 
item 3.1 grams. £100-150
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154 Two pearl and peridot endless necklaces; both consist of a row 
of white round pearls with pink overtones, hand-knotted with 
sections of tumbled peridot chip intervals, flanked by gold-
toned rondelles, one measures 108.0 cm long, another 
approximately 111.0 cm in length, total weight of items 119.8 
grams (2). £200-300

155 A sapphire and diamond cluster ring, centred with a round 
faceted sapphire, encompassed by eight single-cut diamonds, 
pavé-set on a scalloped mount with beadwork details, to 
tapered D-profile shank, stamped as '18ct PLAT', ring size P, 
ring head measures 8.9 mm across, total weight of item 2.1 
grams. £150-250

156 Cartier - An 18ct gold 'LOVE' wedding band with diamonds, 
consisting of six brilliant-cut diamonds with an estimated total 
weight 0.46ct, signed Cartier, Swiss '750' convention marks, 
accompanied with original papers, band measures 5.5 mm 
wide, size T½, 10.0 grams. £1,000-1,500

157 An estimated 33.00ct black diamond pendant on chain, 
featuring a large pear-shaped faceted carbonado 
(polycrystalline diamond), approximately measures 31.4 x 18.6 
mm, claw set on an unmarked white metal mount to a brilliant 
diamond-embellished bail, with an estimated total weight of 
0.23ct, suspends from a snake chain marked '925', pendant 
measures 4.0 x 1.9 cm, chain 46.5 cm in length, total weight of 
item 30.2 grams. £2,500-3,500

158 A platinum and diamond solitaire ring, featuring a brilliant-cut 
diamond with an estimated weight of 0.68ct, claw set on a 
trellis mount, to tapered D-profile shank, laser inscribed 'THE 
LEO' inside of the shank and further flush set with a brilliant-cut 
diamond, with convention marks '950', ring size I, total weight 
of item 4.7 grams. 

Together with IGI certificate, the central diamond stating 
colour and clarity to be I, SI2, dated June 2006. £500-700
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159 A sapphire and diamond halo ring, featuring an oval sapphire 
high dome cabochon in dark blue colour, surrounded by small 
brilliant diamonds, claw set on a white metal mount, with 
baguette diamonds set on the shoulders, to a tapered D-profile 
shank, inside of shank engraved 'M-I 12.8.70', hallmarked as 
18ct white gold, ring size I, total weight of item 4.4 grams. £200
-300

160 A diamond and enamel hinged bangle, of a yellow metal 
hollow bangle with green marbled enamel sections, dangling 
charms, and rondelle pavé set with brilliant-cut diamonds, 
tongue clasp closure, signed La Nouvelle Bague, Italian 
hallmarked '750' and '925', inner circumference approximately 
measuring 16.0 cm, weighs 54.9 grams. £600-800

161 An enamel heraldic brooch, displaying an engraved castle on 
top of a French-style escutcheon with St. Andrew's cross, on a 
circular frame with ropework details, and motto "Tout pour 
L'église" (Everything for the Church), ruby accents 
interspersed throughout the coat of arms, fitted with tube 
hinged pin stem and C-catch, metal unmarked, measures 3.5 
cm across, total weight of item 22.1 grams. £200-300

162 Two strings of cultured pearls and other costume jewellery, 
including examples of a necklace with round pearls with pink 
overtones, another one with keshi pearls; a small collection of 
abalone shell jewellery; a rose quartz brooch, a shell cameo 
brooch, a horse enamel brooch, three marcasite brooches; a 
collection of beaded jewellery in glass and imitation pearls. 
£100-150

163 A three-row diamond tennis bracelet, featuring arrays of 
brilliant diamond with an estimated total weight of 6.48ct, claw 
set on articulated white metal mounts, fastens with tongue 
clasp and two figure of eight safety catches, marked as '750 
18k', measures 16.5 cm in length, total weight of item 14.2 
grams. £3,000-4,000
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164 A pearl stick pin, the egg-shaped pearl has cream overtones, 
sits above a faceted ruby rondelle, to a slim tapering stick pin, 
unmarked, in a fitted case signed Boucheron, approximately 
measuring 6.3 cm in length, weighs 1.7 grams. £300-400

165 A suite of six yellow bangles; of faceted panelled design. Tests 
as 18 carat gold or higher. 72.1 grams £2,000-3,000

166 A carved jade and diamond stick pin in the form of an endless 
knot, the carved jade has a chrome green body colour, set in a 
close back mount together with three brilliant-cut diamond 
highlights, to a slim tapered knife edge stick pin, with push to 
release stopper and safety chain, marked 'WG K14', cased, 
approximately measures 7.0 cm long, weighs 6.2 grams. £200-
300

167 A diamond half eternity ring in palladium, featuring twelve 
brilliant-cut diamonds channel set on an open-back mount, to a 
flat shank, with pre-2010 palladium and Birmingham assay 
marks, ring size N½, total weight of item 3.0 grams. £300-500

168 A jade and diamond entourage ring, consisting of an oval 
jadeite cabochon, in mottled bluish-green body colour with 
translucency, surrounded by round-brilliant and tapered-
baguette diamonds, claw set to bifurcated shoulders and a D-
section shank, white metal marked as '750 18k', ring size K½, 
ring head measures 19.3 x 15.2, total weight of item 8.1 
grams. £300-500
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169 A diamond eternity ring, comprises an array of round brilliant 
cut diamonds, with an estimated total weight of 1.05ct, pavé 
set on a white metal band, with a ring size adjuster clip, metal 
unmarked but assesses as platinum, ring size N, total weight 
of item 3.8 grams. £500-800

170 A bridal suite set with polychromatic stones in yellow precious 
metal; to include a necklace with floral and quatrefoil motifs, 
set with green paste, CZs, synthetic rubies and imitation pearl, 
on a drawstring cord with pearl tassel, Bangla Gold assay 
marks '21K KDM', drop length approximately measures 41.0 
cm; A pair of matching earrings with peg and butterfly fittings, 
Bangla Gold assay marks '21K KDM', drop length 5.0 cm; 
Cased, total weight of items 35.0 grams (2). £700-1,000

171 A double-row daisy head setting diamond ring, comprising 
twenty-eight adjoined daisy head mounts, each set with seven 
round brilliant-cut diamonds, metal unmarked, ring size Q, 
band measures 9.5 mm wide, total weight of item 6.7 grams. 
£1,500-2,000

172 A mixed lot of pens and glasses; including A 9ct gold flat pencil 
holder, 'H.M Barker' engraved on the barrel, London 
hallmarked with maker's mark 'S.M&Co.', 1935, cased; A 9ct 
gold propeller pencil, 'H.M Barker' engraved on the barrel, 
London hallmarked, 1967; A Caran d'Ache twist mechanism 
ballpoint pen; A pair of foldable lorgnettes; A pair of railway 
spectacles with four blue lenses in case. £80-120

173 A group of four loose round brilliant-cut diamonds, approximate 
sizes 0.46 (misty, some inclusions visible), 0.35, 0.38, and 
0.33 carats (all three approximately S12-I1), approximately (4) 
Please note: VAT is payable on the hammer price. £100-150
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174 A collection of world coins and paper notes; including Two 
1790 French 500 Livres banknotes, with watermark and dry 
stamps; A Napoleon III 1855 Ten Centime; Two 1921 one 
Franc; and various world currency from the period 1940-1960: 
Cyprus, Germany, Egypt, Pakistan, Canada, United States of 
America, Switzerland, India, Netherlands, United Kingdom, 
France. £80-120

175 An 1836 United States Dollar Eagle coin, converted into a 
brooch with a pin back in white metal. The coin appears to be a 
silver coin with heavy gold plating and measures 33mm. 
Total weight of item 14.4 grams £80-120

176 Bulgari - Matte Black Ballpoint Pen, with twist closure, barrel 
with matte black rubber exterior silver hardware, features 
BVLGARI logo on cap, Italian hallmarked '925', measures 138 
mm in length, 32.5 grams. £100-150

177 Montblanc Bohème Doue grid guilloche ballpoint pen, with 
twist mechanism, opposed bar-cut onyx on beak clip (repaired 
and flipped), barrel in black resin with grid guilloche pattern, 
silver-tone hardware, emblem inlaid in cap top, measures 109 
mm in length, 27.9 grams. £100-200

178 Montblanc Meisterstück Classique Ballpoint pen, with twist 
mechanism, cap and barrel in black resin, white-tone 
hardware, and emblem inlaid in cap top, measures 137 mm, 
22.3 grams. 
£RRP 350.00 £80-120
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179 Montblanc StarWalker Cool Blue Rollerball pen, with bright 
blue guilloche finish lacquer cap and barrel, screw-on cap 
topped with floating Montblanc emblem, measures 140 mm in 
length, 45.7 grams. £150-250

180 Montblanc Meisterstück Gold-Coated LeGrand Ballpoint pen, 
with twist mechanism, cap and barrel in black resin, gold-tone 
hardware, and emblem inlaid in cap top, measures 147 mm, 
30.0 grams. 
RRP£380.00 £100-150

181 Bulgari - Black and silver ballpoint pen, with twist mechanism, 
barrel in black resin, silver hardware, brand logo laser 
engraved on the ring, Italian hallmarked '925', accompanied 
with travelling pouch, measures 140 mm in length, 32.9 grams. 
£100-150

182 A Montblanc Starwalker Doué Rollerball pen 38011, ribbed 
resin barrel in black, screw-on cap topped with floating 
Montblanc emblem, measuring 140 mm in length, total weight 
of item 42.6 grams. £150-250

183 Montblanc StarWalker Black Mystery Ballpoint Pen with twist 
mechanism, black lacquered barrel with laser-engraved 
pattern, clip ring embossed with brand name and capped with 
floating Montblanc emblem, measuring 135 mm, 43.4 grams. 
£150-250
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184 A Montblanc Starwalker Black Mystery Rollerball pen, black 
lacquered barrel with laser-engraved pattern, screw-on cap 
topped with floating Montblanc emblem, measuring 140 mm in 
length, total weight of item 48.6 grams. £150-250

185 Chopard Classic Racing Rollerball pen, with twist closure, 
barrel in black rubber with tyre tread motif, pink-tone hardware, 
brand logo laser engraved on cap, measures 143 mm, 59.9 
grams. £100-150

186 Montblanc Meisterstück Classique Ballpoint pen, with twist 
mechanism, cap and barrel in black resin, white-tone 
hardware, and emblem inlaid in cap top, cased in original box, 
measures 137 mm, 22.3 grams. £80-120

187 Montblanc Meisterstück Platinum-Coated LeGrand Ballpoint 
pen, with twist mechanism, cap and barrel in black resin, 
white-tone hardware, and emblem inlaid in cap top, measures 
147 mm, 30.0 grams. 
RRP£390.00 £100-150

188 Montblanc - two ballpoint pens and a mechanical pencil from 
the Montblanc Meisterstück hommage a W.A Mozart series; 
with twist mechanisms, cap and barrel in black resin, gold-tone 
hardware, and emblem inlaid in cap top, ballpoint pens 
measures 105 mm long, mechanical pencil 110 mm. (3) £150-
250
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189 Montblanc StarWalker Metal and Rubber Ballpoint Pen with 
twist mechanism, barrel with rubber parts, clip ring embossed 
with brand name and capped with floating Montblanc emblem, 
measuring 135 mm, 44.7 grams. £150-250

190 Montblanc Meisterstück rose gold-coated Classique Ballpoint 
pen, with twist mechanism, cap and barrel in black resin, pink-
tone hardware, and emblem inlaid in cap top, measures 137 
mm, 22.4 grams. 

RRP£345.00 £80-120

191 Montblanc Generation Rollerball pen, with twist mechanism, 
barrel in black resin, gold-tone hardware, and emblem inlaid in 
cap top, measures 131 mm, 19.7 grams. £80-120

192 An early 19th century Swiss gold and enamel snuff box, by 
Guidon, Gide & Blondet Fils, Geneva, 1801-1804, of 
rectangular shape with canted corners, the hinged cover 
enamelled plaque in the manner of Jean-Abraham Lissignol 
depicting a scene of 'Venus visiting the Forge of Vulcan', after 
Jean-Baptiste Jouvenet, within white enamel frame and an 
acanthus ornated taille d'épargne border, the sides and base 
with zig-zag engine-turning panels, the corners further 
decorated with flowerhead motifs, blue and white lozenges on 
a black enamel background, crowned maker's mark 'GGB' 
incused in cover, measuring 9.0 x 5.7 cm, 115.9 grams. £4,000
-6,000

193 Asprey & Co - An 18ct gold cigarette case and a matching 
vesta case; The cigarette case is in a rectangular form with 
rounded corners, engine-turned barleycorn patterns all over, 
initials 'HEB' decoration on cover, with a slide-action opening 
mechanism, London hallmarked '18' with maker's mark, 1913, 
measures 13.3 x 8.2 cm; A matching vesta case, similarly 
fashioned and decorated with initials 'HEB' on the body, 
sprung hinged cover and strike to the base, jump ring to the 
side, Chester hallmarked '18' with maker's mark, 1922, 
measures 5.0 x 4.6 cm. Total weight of items 232.3 grams (2). 
£5,000-6,000
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194 A 19th-century quizzing glass and a pocket watch key; with a 
magnifying glass framed within a swivel rectangular mount, 
decorated with scrollwork and foliate details, gilt base metal 
unmarked, measuring 6.6 x 3.5 cm; together with a similarly 
fashioned pocket watch key, in an openwork circular design, 
unmarked, measuring 3.2 x 1.4 cm. Total weight of items 19.6 
grams (2). £200-300

195 A 14ct bi-coloured gold flute headjoint, with a yellow gold 
tubing and riser, pink gold lip plate, and a crown with grooved 
edge, Sheffield hallmarked '585', 1980, measures 21.5 cm in 
length, total weight of item 84.2 grams. £2,500-3,000

196 A 19th-century white metal desk seal of ogee pommel form 
with faux cut card decoration bearing the legend "colmn" (?), 
the bloodstone matrix engraved with a leopard's head erased 
bearing. 7cm long. Together with white a metal (untested) 
hollow cast bust of the crucified Christ on a gadrooned socle. 
12 cm high. Together with a mixed collection of costume 
jewellery, comprising of beaded necklaces, brooches, clip-on 
earrings, a simulated diamond and pearl tiara together with a 
pair of sunglasses. £80-120

197 A saucer-shaped pill box in 18ct yellow gold, a mirror finished 
half dome with grooves on the side, capped with a fluted knop 
of bayonet twist lock mechanism, '750' and maker's mark 'KW' 
incused on the underside, measuring 3.5 x 2.7 cm, total weight 
of item 31.2 grams. £600-800

198 Montblanc - A leather wallet from the 1926 Heritage collection, 
made of full grain cowhide leather with vegetable tanning, with 
six card compartments, two banknotes compartments and two 
extra discrete pockets, cotton lining inspired by the Maasai 
tribe prints, button closure, signed 'Montblanc made in Italy', 
cased in original packaging, measures 11.0 x 9.0 cm. £80-120
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199 A large early 20th-century French "Anglaise Riche" 8-day 
repeater carriage clock with a distinctive folding bale handle. 
The two-piece concave silvered Arabic dial and a mask fretted 
with a bird alighting from branches. The movement chiming the 
hours on a coil gong. On a moulded skirt foot. 10.5 cm wide x 
9.5 cm deep x 20 cm overall height £200-300

200 An 18 carat gold and lapis lazuli model of a fawn at a drinking 
pool. Stylised and geometric formed from a single carved piece 
of lapis lazuli, forming a pool and with an 18 carat gold fawn 
standing on a stippled 18 carat gold ground. London 1972 by 
F.R.Stanhope. 15 x 9.8cm overall. Gross weight 25ozt. 
Cased. £300-400

201 A 'Goliath' 8-day reserve open face pocket watch, featuring a 
swiss made keyless wound 8-day power reserve pocket watch, 
in a base metal nickel-plated case measuring 69x22.5mm with 
a white enamel dial with seconds subdial, featuring Arabic 
numerals and acrylic glass. £100-200

202 An Eternamatic 3000 De Luxe 18ct gold sutomatic wristwatch, 
the textured gilt dial with baton indices and date aperture on a 
textured 18ct yellow gold strap. 33 mm case. £1,500-1,800

203 A Le Montre Merci X Hodinkee LMM-H01 Limited Edition 
stainless steel hand wound mechanical wristwatch, the grey 
dial with blue hands, white centre seconds hand and white 
numerals, in a stainless steel case with blue Nato style strap. 
Complete with box and original paperwork. 38 mm case. £300-
500
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204 A collection of twelve modern wristwatches, with makes 
including Boss, Favre Leuba, Ted Baker, Pulsar, Armani and 
others. £200-300

205 A Baume and Mercier Fleetwood bi-colour automatic 
wristwatch, with a Swiss-made ETA automatic movement in a 
steel case measuring 37mm with a cream dial featuring 
Roman numerals and a date aperture at 3 o'clock, covered 
with sapphire crystal glass and an 18ct yellow gold bezel, all 
on a generic blue leather strap and generic pin buckle. 
Model: 3137.018 
Serial: 1868083 £200-300

206 A 1979 Rolex DateJust Rolesor ref. 16013 gold and stainless 
steel automatic wristwatch the champagne dial with baton 
indices and date aperture, with gold Rolex crown and hands, 
with an 18ct yellow gold fluted bezel and crown, in a stainless 
steel Oyster case, on an 18ct yellow gold and stainless steel 
jubilee bracelet. Serial number 5854461. 36 mm case. With 
Rolex box, outer box and Rolex booklet, no paperwork. £2,000
-3,000

207 A Rado and Longines pair of lady's wristwatches. The lot 
consists of a Rado Diastar with a swiss made quartz 
movement in a titanium gilt case measuring 18mm with 
sapphire crystal glass on an articulated bracelet with a 
deployment clasp. The Longines features a swiss made quartz 
movement in a steel case measuring 23mm with a white dial 
and date aperture at 3 o'clock on a steel articulated bracelet 
with a deployment buckle. (2) £100-150

208 Quantity of fashion watches and costume jewellery; including 
examples of a filigree floral brooch, a pair of gem-set 
flowerhead earrings marked 925, other brooches, rings and a 
wire necklace. £100-150
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209 A 9ct gold Beuche Girod ladies wristwatch, the silverd dial with 
baton indices, in a bark effect case with integrated tri-tone gold 
strap. 16.5 cm long. £400-600

210 A Cartier Panthere steel and gold ladies quartz wristwatch, the 
silvered dial with polished and blued steel hands with black 
Roman numerals, gold bezel in a stainless steel case with 
jewelled crown on a steel and gold two tone bracelet with 
concealed clasp. Case 21mm wide. With two spare links, in a 
red box. £1,500-1,800

211 An Omega ladies 18ct white gold and diamond wrist watch, the 
silvered dial with baton indices, surrounded by a diamond set 
oval bezel, on an 18ct white gold textured strap, with 
mechanical hand wound movement. 21 mm wide case. 33 
grams total. £1,000-1,500

212 An Omega Seamaster 120m Lady's steel wristwatch, with a 
swiss made quartz movement in a steel case measuring 26mm 
with a white dial and date aperture at 3 o'clock all on a steel 
articulated bracelet. 
Model:596.1502 
Serial: 57830902 
Caliber: 1502 
Year: 1998 £250-350

213 A Titus Watch Co hand-wound mechanical watch, featuring a 
hand-wound Swiss movement in a steel case measuring 
34mm with an offwhite dial, Arabic numerals and white 
dauphine hands covered with acrylic glass on a generic 
elasticated metal strap. 
Serial:1070177 £100-150
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214 A collection of six assorted quartz watches, including a 
Raymond Weil minimalist dress watch, a Raymond Weil 
Traviata gold plated watch, a Rado Florence watch, a small 
Raymond Weil ladies watch, a Citizen Eco-Drive watch and a 
Jacques du Manoir watch with silvered dial all in a fitted 
orange watch box. (6) £250-350

215 A TAG Heuer Connected Modular Golf Edition smartwatch, 
featuring a built-in GPS an ultra-lightweight titanium case 
measuring 45mm with a matte finish, and a ceramic bezel with 
an exclusive Golf Edition crown, covered by sapphire crystal 
glass on a white golf pattern strap with green stitching. The 
watch comes with a charging pad with USB connection. £300-
500

216 Three Gucci quartz watches, with the first being a Gucci's 
gentlemen's watch with a quartz movement with silver dial and 
date aperture at 6 o'clock on a steel articulated bracelet. The 
second is a lady's Gucci bracelet watch in a gilt case 
measuring 18mm with a black dial on a bangle-style bracelet. 
Finally a Gucci steel watch with a quartz movement and red 
dial with character indexes on a red strap. (3) £100-150

217 A 1979 Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date ref. 6917 Rolesor ladies 
automatic wristwatch 
the champagne dial with date aperture with an 18ct yellow gold 
fluted bezel in a stainless oyster case with two tone Jubilee 
bracelet. 26mm case. With Rolex box, no paperwork. Serial 
number 6277213. £1,000-1,500

218 A collection of four watches, comprising a Helvetia military 
pocket watch, a 9ct ros gold ladies wrist watch with plated 
strap, a Rotary 9ct gold case ladies watch with plated strap, 
and an Ebel automatic gold filled wrist watch. (4) £100-200
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219 A Les Must De Cartier Travel clock and matching Cartier 
picture frame, with a manual wind movement featuring an 
alarm in a steel-plated case measuring 75x78.5mm case with 
gilt flecked blue enamel with kickstand and fitted double door 
case and warranty papers. The Must De Cartier picture frame 
measures 73mm x 91mm with a steel-plated finish and a gilt 
flecked enamel surround with a kickstand and synthetic 
sapphire set screws to the rear. £300-400

220 A ladies 14ct yellow gold wristwatch, the mother-of-pearl dial 
with diamond-set hinged cover, and engraved bracelet. £400-
600

221 An Ebel stainless steel, gold and diamond wristwatch, the 
black dial with baton indices, with gold diamond set bezel, on a 
stainless steel bracelet. 26 mm case. £300-500

222 A Rolex Datejust wristwatch, with a Swiss-made calibre 3035 
automatic movement, in a 36mm steel case with a gold dial, 
baton indexes and date aperture at 3 o'clock with an 18ct 
yellow gold fluted bezel and acrylic glass, all on a brown 
leather generic strap with pin buckle. 
Model: 16013 
Serial: R673713 
Year: 1988 £1,500-2,000

223 A Zenith hand-wound mechanical wristwatch, featuring a 
Swiss-made 17 jewelled hand wound movent in a base metal 
gold filled case measuring 34mm with an off white dial with 
seconds subdial at 6 o'clock, gold baton indexes and dauphine 
hands covered with acrylic glass, all on a gate style yellow 
metal bracelet that tests as 18ct gold. 
Serial: 009A051 
Total weight of watch and bracelet 45.2 grams £800-1,200
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224 A 9ct rose gold Albert chain with T bar, together with a gold 
plated half hunter pocket watch with white enamel dial. £400-
600

225 A Tudor 9ct yellow gold mechanical wristwatch, the blue dial 
with gilt hands and baton indices, in a 9ct yellow gold case on 
a leather strap, with 17 jewel Tudor movement. 33 mm case. 
£300-400

226 Four Tissot quartz gentleman watches, the first being a Tissot 
chronograph with a white dial in a steel case measuring 39mm 
with three chronograph sub-dials on a brown leather strap. The 
second is a Tissot chronograph with a quartz movement in a 
steel case measuring 38mm with a white dial on a steel 
articulated bracelet with a deployment buckle. The third is a 
Tissot quartz watch in a steel case measuring 42mm with a 
white dial and roman numerals s on a steel articulated bracelet 
with a deployment buckle. Finally the fourth is a Tissot dress 
watch with a quartz movement in a square steel case 
measuring 31mm with a black dial on a steel articulated 
bracelet with a deployment buckle. (4) £100-150

227 A Hermès Cape Cod wristwatch, with a Swiss-made quartz 
movement in a steel case measuring 29mm wide with a white 
dial with Arabic numerals and date aperture at 3 o'clock with 
sapphire crystal glass all on a brown leather strap. 
Model: CC2.710 
Serial: 2566513 £400-600

228 A Porsche Design automatic chronograph wristwatch, featuring 
a Swiss-made ETA 2894-2, 37 Jewelled chronograph 
automatic movement in an Aluminum/Titanium case 
measuring 42mm, with a grey/silver dial featuring three sub-
dials and a date aperture between 4 & 5 O'clock, covered with 
sapphire crystal glass with a hardened rubber strap and double 
deployment buckle. 
Model: 6612.14 
Serial:151.312 £300-500
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229 A Montblanc lady's chronograph in steel wristwatch, featuring 
a Swiss-made quartz movement in a steel case measuring 
31mm wide with a white dial and chronograph function 
subdials and date at 4 o'clock. All on a leather strap with the 
original pin and buckle. 
Model: 7039 £400-600

230 A group of three modern Rotary gold-plated wristwatches, all 
boxed. (3) £150-250

231 A Beuche Girod 18ct yellow gold ladies mechanical wristwatch, 
the white enamel dial with black Roman numerals, with fluted 
case and jewelled crown, with cal. BM777 hand wound 
movement, on a black leather strap. The case back numbered 
799297 38307 08. 20 mm wide case. £300-500

232 An 1888 Waltham half hunter pocket watch, with an American-
made Waltham movement, numbered 3554796 in a base 
metal engraved case measuring 47mm with a white enamel 
dial featuring Arabic numerals covered with a half hunter case 
front and acrylic glass window. 
Manufacturer: Waltham 
Manufacturer Location: Waltham, Massachusetts 
Movement Serial Number: 3554796 
Variation: Royal Quality 
Model: 1882 
Estimated Production Date: April 1888 - August 1888 
Run Quantity: 2,000 
Total Production: 7,100 
Hairspring: Breguet £150-250

233 Three Raymond Weil watches. The first is a Raymond Weil bi-
colour unisex watch with a swiss quartz movement in a steel 
gilt 36mm case with a bi-colour articulated bracelet. The 
second is a gentlemans Raymond Weil quartz watch with a 
steel case measuring 39mm, white dial with date aperture all 
on a brown leather strap. Finally, the third is a Raymond Weil 
lady's watch with a quartz movement with a white dial on a 
black strap. (3) £80-120
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234 A Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date midi wristwatch, with a Swiss-
made calibre 3135 automatic movement, in a 34mm steel case 
with a white dial, baton indexes and date aperture at 3 o'clock 
with an 18ct white gold fluted bezel and sapphire crystal glass, 
all on an Oyster steel bracelet. 
Model:115234 
Serial:G173306 
Year: 2011 Approximately 
Complete with box, papers & outer box sleeve 
Comes with all spare links £3,500-4,500

235 A 14ct yellow gold lady's Omega wristwatch with a hand-
wound movement in a 14ct yellow gold case measuring 
16.5mm wide, featuring an off-white dial with gold baton 
indexes and a woven mesh gold bracelet with an adjustable 
folding clasp. 
Total weight of item: 32.2 grams 
Caliber: 484 
Serial: 28403167 
Year: 1969 approx 
No box, no papers £200-300

236 A Henry Capt Geneve demi-chronometre half hunter pocket 
watch, in a yellow metal case stamped 18kt and measuring 
47.5mm with a white enamel dial and Roman numerals with 
seconds subdial and a half hunter front case, the Swiss-made 
keyless movement is jewelled and signed Genevethe case 
back is not engraved. The watch comes on a 43cm long Albert 
chain in yellow metal and is testing as 18ct gold. 
Total weight of items 116.5 grams £1,200-1,500

237 A Girard-Perregaux Asprey-Ferrari titanium automatic 
chronograph wristwatch, featuring a 57-jewel Cal.2280-781 
automatic movement in a 38mm titanium brushed case with a 
black basket weave pattern dial, covered with sapphire crystal 
glass on a canvas style strap and pin and buckle. 
Model: Ferrari 
Reference: 8020 
Limited edition number: 113-250 
Girard Perregaux box, Instruction booklet. £1,500-2,000

238 Three gentlemen's wrist watches, comprising of a vintage 
Orient 21 jewelled automatic movement no 91357 made in 
Japan in a steel case 38mm with a blue dial and day-date 
functions, cover with acrylic glass, the strap is missing. The 
second is an Orient Crystal with a 21 jewelled automatic 
movement in a steel case measuring 36mm with silver dial and 
gold baton indexes with day-date function covered with 
sapphire crystals glass on and articulated steel bracelet with 
deployment buckle. The third is a VDB chronograph with a 
quartz movement in a steel case measuring 34mm wide with a 
black dial and subdials with sapphire crystal glass, all on a 
black leather strap with a deployment buckle. (3) £150-250
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239 A Tag Heuer Aquaracer chronograph, with a 42mm steel case 
featuring a black dial with three white subdials and date 
aperture at 4 o'clock with sapphire crystal glass and rotating 
bezel all on a steel strap with deployment buckle and safety 
clasp. 
Model:CAF1110 
Serial: VU8274 
Year:2006 
Waterproof: 300 meters (Not tested) 
Complete with box and papers 
Additional links included £400-600

240 A lady's Bueche Girod white gold and diamond dress watch, 
with a Swiss made hand-wound mechanical movement in an 
18ct white gold case measuring 15mm wide, with a silver dial 
with a diamond set bezel all on a white gold articulated woven 
bracelet. 
Total weight of item: 52.6grams 
Total estimated weight of diamonds: 0.36ct £1,000-15,000

241 A 9ct yellow gold Sovereign hand-wound wristwatch, featuring 
a mechanical hand-wound movement with an off-white dial and 
roman numerals in a hallmarked 9ct yellow gold case 
measuring 31mm all on a back generic strap. £80-120

242 A ladies 9ct yellow gold Accurist wristwatch, with gilt dial, bark 
effect case and integrated bracelet and mechanical hand 
wound movement. In an associated box. £250-350

243 An Omega Speedmaster 105.003-64 pre-moon watch, with a 
caliber 861 hand-wound movement in a steel 'Ed White' case 
measuring 39mm and featuring a 'Professional' black dial with 
three subdials covered with acrylic glass all on its original 633 
bracelet. 
Model: 105.003-64 
Caliber: 861 
Movement Number: 48337477 
Case year: 1969 
Movement year: 1985 
Complete with original box and some service history receipts. 
One owner from new £3,000-4,000
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244 A Tudor Prince gold automatic wristwatch, with a swiss made 
automatic 25 jewelled movement in a yellow metal case 
stamped 375 and measuring 34mm with an off-white dial and 
Arabic numerals with a red arrow tipped second hand, covered 
in acrylic glass all on a generic expandable bracelet. 
Case: 15990 £400-600

245 An Omega Geneva wrist watch, with a Swiss-made caliber 601
 hand-wound movement in a gilt steel case measuring 31mm, 
with gold coloured dial with gold batons and acrylic glass on a 
generic brown strap. 
Model: 131.0042 
Serial: 32680862 
Caliber: 601 
Year:1970 
No Box, No papers £200-300

246 Three gold plated cigarette lighters; Swiss-made Dunhill lighter 
with cross-hatched patterns; Japanese-made Win 0012 gas 
pocket lighter with diamond head pattern and automatic gas 
cut-off system, gold plate worn off; French-made S.T. Dupont 
lighter with cross-hatched patterns and monogram (3). £100-
150

247 A Kurono Toki Bunkyo Tokyo Limited Edition stainless steel 
automatic wrist watch, the pink dial with polished hands and 
baton indices with banded track, in a polished stainless steel 
case on a black leather strap. Complete with original box, outer 
box, paperwork, fabric scarf, polishing cloth and metal card. 
37mm case. £1,500-1,800

248 A Piaget 18ct white gold ladies wristwatch, the oval blue lapiz 
minimalist dial with silvered hands, the bezel and integrated 
bracelet with basket weave design, with hand wound 
mechanical movement. The case back stamped 9331 H12 
135875. 17 cm long. In fitted box. £2,000-3,000
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249 A Tag Heuer stainless steel wristwatch, the black dial with 
numerals and dot indices with date aperture and rotating bezel, 
on a stainless steel bracelet. 38 mm case. £150-250

250 A Bueche Girod 18ct yellow gold ladies wristwatch, the white 
square dial with canted corners and Roman numerals, with 
jewelled crown on a brown leather strap. Numbered Y7995. 
Case 23 mm wide. With bill of sale from 1983. £300-400

251 An open-face Sans Rival pocket watch with a fitted walnut 
wood box with Hebrew inscription, featuring an open-face 
pocket watch with a key wound movement in a white metal 
case stamped '800' measuring 39mm with an engraved case 
back, the white enamel dial has a floral motif and roman 
numerals and is covered by acrylic glass. The item fits neatly 
into a folding wooden box/stand with 'Jerusalem' in English 
with Hebrew letters above. £80-120

252 A Panerai Luminor Base Logo 44mm wristwatch, featuring a 
hand-wound swiss-made movement in a 44mm steel case with 
a black dial and blue emblem covered with sapphire crystal 
glass, also featuring a secure crown mechanism all on a 
canvas Panerai strap with pin buckle. 
Model: PAM00774 
Serial: OP 7233 PL0080202 
Number: V0404/1500 £1,500-2,000

253 An 18ct gold cased open face pocket watch, the enamel dial 
with subsidiary seconds dial and black Roman numerals, with 
unsigned hand wound movement, on a Chinese hardwood 
watch stand with perspex dome. £400-600
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254 A Chaumet Jump Hour lady's wristwatch, featuring a swiss 
made ETA quartz movement in a yellow metal case stamped 
'750' and measuring 30mm wide, the dial is a covered concept 
with apertures showing Arabic numerals cut into 18ct gold 
polished panel on a blue leather strap with original pin buckle. 
Model: 11A-217 
With box and papers and outer sleeve. £1,800-2,200

255 A Movado mechanical dress wristwatch, featuring a swiss 
made jewelled movement in a yellow metal case stamped 18kt 
and measuring 26mm with a gold dial, gold baton indexes 
covered with acrylic glass on a Movado strap with original pin 
buckle. 
Case number: 2567 £600-800

256 A Dogma Prima Standard wristwatch with a yellow metal 
bracelet, featuring a swiss made, jewelled three-bridge 
movement in a base metal case measuring 38mm with a gilt 
dial and seconds subdial at 6 o'clock with Arabic numerals all 
on a yellow metal gate style bracelet that test as 18ct. 
Serial: 592304 
Total weight of the watch and strap 46.4 grams £500-700

257 An 18ct yellow gold open face pocket watch, with a key wound 
movement signed F J Bernard London No2311 in a hallmarked 
in 1852 London case measuring 46mm with a white enamel 
dial and seconds subdial, covered by acrylic glass. The case 
back is engraved with a stag and the motto "Integer Vita". 
Total weight of item 74.8 grams £700-900

258 A 1940's Tissot Antimagnetique 'Bullseye' military wristwatch. 
with a Swiss-made hand-wound movement in a steel case 
measuring 30mm with a faded tropical black dial with seconds 
sub-dial at 6 o'clock, covered with acrylic glass all on a generic 
black strap. 
Non-magnetic, waterproof, shock absorber 
Case numbers: 6072/4 6076 
Movement serial: 998913 £100-150
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259 A Tag Heuer 2000 quartz chronograph professional gentleman 
watch, with a Swiss-made ETA quartz movement featuring a 
chronograph function with a light grey dial and three further 
subdials with a date aperture at 3 o'clock, in a brushed steel 
case, measuring 40mm at its widest part all on a brushed 
articulated bracelet with folding deployment buckle and safety 
catch 
Model: 272.006/1 
Serial: 18530 
With box and papers £200-300

260 A lot consisting of three lady's wristwatches, with two matching 
lady's Longines watches with 23mm gold plated cases housing 
swiss quartz movements with white dials and roman numerals 
indexes and date apertures at 3 o'clock both on black leather 
straps. The third is a Raymond Weil lady's wristwatch with an 
18ct gold electroplated case measuring 22.5mm with a white 
dial and roman numerals indexes and date apertures at 3 
o'clock all on a black leather strap. (3) £150-200

261 An Omega Seamaster wristwatch, featuring a swiss made 
hand-wound movement in a yellow metal case stamped '750' 
and measuring 34mm, with a silver dial and date aperture at 3 
o'clock, covered with acrylic glass all on a generic black leather 
bracelet with non-original pin buckle. £600-800

262 Two lady's enamel dial and enamel panelled pocket watches, 
the first being a Haas Neveux & Co keyless pocket watch in 
yellow metal stamped 18kt with a 27mm wide case a white 
enamel dial with blue Arabic numbers, the case back also has 
an enamel panel with the motto "Tout Pour L'eglise". The 
second is in base metal with a keyless wound movement in a 
27mm wide case with a white enamel dial with blue Arabic 
numbers, the case back also features an enamel panel. (2) 
£100-200

263 An Art Deco watch diamond and platinum cocktail watch, the 
silvered dial with arabic numerals, with mechanical hand 
wound Lidher movement, the case numbered 7685, the case 
and strap profusely set with diamonds, the largest of which 
measuring approximately 3mm in diameter. 18.25 cm long. 
23.8 grams total. £1,000-1,500
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264 A Tag Heuer Aquracer 300m Quartz wristwatch, featuring a 
Swiss-made quartz movement in a brushed steel case 
measuring 41mm, with a blue dial with a date aperture at 3 
o'clock covered with sapphire glass and surrounded by a blue 
aluminium divers bezel, all on a brushed steel articulated 
bracelet with deployment buckle and 'wet suit' extending links. 
Model: WAY111C.WUL7119 £300-500

265 An Ebel classic wave lady's steel wristwatch, featuring a swiss-
made quartz movement in a steel case measuring 24mm with 
a silver dial featuring Roman numerals on an articulated steel 
bracelet with a hidden double folding clasp. 
Model: E9157F11 
Serial: 55502110 £100-200

266 A silver part dressing table set with a cut glass powder box 
with a silver cover, a clothes brush, and a hand mirror, each 
with oval cartouches engraved with a monogram on a 
hammered ground, London 1904, together with a silver trophy 
with two scroll handles, the round body engraved with initials. 
(4) £50-70

267 A cased set of novelty "Golf-Club" form silver cocktail sticks, 
Birmingham 1950 by Tandy & Sons, together with a collection 
of silver backed dressing table appointments and silver bladed 
fish servers, silver table cruet items 5.1 ozt gross weight of 
weighable silver. £100-150

268 A miniature model of a jeweller's workbench, with a detachable 
drawer compartment under the bench peg, pullout trays, a 
worktop lamp, and a hanging pendant drill, with London import 
marks '925' and sponsor's mark 'JRLtd', 1986, approximately 
measures 9.5 x 5.5 x 3.5 cm, total weight of item 127.6 grams. 
£80-120
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269 A 20th-century heavy silver cake stand, Sheffield 1945 by 
Walker & Hall, with cast and applied fruiting vine rim and 
handles the body pierced with similar decoration and engraved 
crest. On spreading domed foot. 38.8 ozt gross weight. 41 cm 
wide x 9 cm high. £300-400

270 A pair of dwarf silver candlesticks, the detachable sconces and 
loaded square bases with beaded borders, Sheffield 1900, 
11cm high, a silver quaich, Edinburgh 1995,a pair of 
rectangular silver decanter labels, another similar, a "Port" 
decanter label with repousse leaf and shell boarder and a 
small silver pierced round pin dish, 4.3 ozt weighable silver. 
£80-120

271 An Edwardian silver christening mug, decorated with repousse 
apple tree motifs chased throughout on a hammered ground, 
monogram engraved to the centre, beaded and scrolled handle 
decorated with an acanthus thumb piece, gilt interior, hallmark 
incused to the underside, by Holland, Aldwinckle & Slater, 
London 1902, measures 8.5 x 10.5 cm, total weight of item 
5.04 ozt. £200-300

272 A George III double snuff box; of curved rounded rectangular 
form; the double-hinged cover opening to reveal twin gilded 
apertures; the cover engraved with a sailing vessel, the base 
with scrolling foliage. Birmingham 1808 by Samuel Pemberton 
£150-250

273 A Victorian vinaigrette; rounded rectangular with monogram 
engraved within a rectangular cartouche, engine-turned 
ground. Similar decoration to sides and base. Foliate bar 
thumbpiece. The hinged cover opening to reveal a gilt interior 
with pierced and engraved foliate grille. Birmingham 1835 by 
Thomas Shaw. Together with a small silver vinaigrette, lacking 
grille. Birmingham 1824 by Thomas Parker. (2). £100-150
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274 A Victorian caddy spoon in the form of a leaf; the repousée 
worked bowl and engraved handle in the form of a stylised leaf. 
Birmingham by George Wheller and Co. £70-90

275 A canteen of Rattail pattern silver cutlery, comprising eight 
table forks, eight dessert forks, eight dessert spoons, eight 
tablespoons, Sheffield 1935, together with ten associated table 
and eleven dessert knives, and a set of six bread and butter 
knives with beaded borders, with oak fitted canteen. £400-500

276 A silver and gilt commemorative goblet, Elizabeth II Golden 
Jubilee "Queens Beasts", by Richard Jarvis, limited edition 
no35 of 250, London 2002, 16.5cm high, 13.8 ozt. £250-350

277 A George IV vinaigrette; rounded rectangular, the cast sides 
with fruiting vines around a foliate engraved cover and 
engraved monogram. the hinged cover opening to reveal a gilt 
interior and a pierced and engraved foliate grille. Birmingham 
1828 by Joseph Wilmore. 3.2cm length £70-90

278 A pair of Mappin & Webb oval photograph frames in sterling 
silver, velvet back with an easel stand, Sheffield 1986, 30 x 25 
cm. £100-150
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279 A collection of silver comprising of a manicure set in a fitted 
case, pair of dwarf candlesticks with loaded bases, a silver 
mounted cut glass scent bottle, a cylindrical cut glass dressing 
table box with silver cover, two vesta cases, both Chester 1900 
and a round dressing table box with hinged cover on three 
splayed legs. £150-250

280 A Victorian Elkington and Co. silver canteen in fitted mahogany 
three drawer case with Garrard & Co inset label, comprising 
twenty table knives, twenty four table forks, one pastry fork, 
twelve dessert spoons, twelve teaspoons, twelve dessert forks, 
twelve dessert knives, cheese scoup, six salt spoons, twelve 
fruit knives and forks, twelve tablespoons, a serving spoon and 
fork, a fish knife and fork, a soup ladle, a sauce ladle, 
asparagus tongs, a set of twelve fish knives and forks, mainly 
Birmingham 1893 and later, 202 ozt of weighable silver £2,000
-3,000

281 A Victorian silver notelet and card case, the hinged rectangular 
cover engraved with lobed cartouches of scrolling foliage 
within pointed oval borders with foliate spandrels, opening to 
reveal a fitted leather interior, Chester 1897, all contained 
within the original leather box with fitted blue silk interior. £200-
300

282 A silver pierced bonbon dish of heart form with flared foot, by 
William Comyns retailed by Mappin and Webb, London 1913, 
11cm by 10cm, a rectangular bonbon dish, same maker, 
London 1897, 12cm x 10cm, a silver rectangular card case, 
with leather lined interior, the pencil with bone finial, same 
maker, London 1901, together with a pair of Victorian silver 
cauldron shaped salts, Sheffield 1888, 10ozt. £350-450

283 A pair of George II silver sauce boats, with gadrooned flared 
oval foot and rim, acanthus leaf moulded scroll handle, by 
Philip Goddard, London 1752, 24.5 ozt. £700-900
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284 A George III snuff box; rounded rectangular, with reeded cover, 
sides and base; flat-hinged lidded cover with bar thumbpiece. 
Gilt interior. London 1806. Maker's mark indecipherable. 9.3 x 
4.4 cm . 2.69 ozt. £80-120

285 A Victorian Brittania standard silver sugar caster, of lighthouse 
form, the pierced domed cover with turned lobed finial and 
bayonet fixing, the spirally fluted cylindrical body with flared 
foot, London 1894, probably by Daniel & John Welby, 17cm 
high, 7.4ozt £150-250

286 A round bowl with cast scrolling rockwork rim and similar 
pierced base with five cartouche and scroll feet, the interior 
gilded and stamped 925, 21cm diameter, 19.5 ozt. £250-350

287 A George II bowl and cover, circular, flat chased with scrolls 
and foliage around vacant cartouches, raised circular skirt foot; 
pull off cover with similar decoration. Cover and base 
hallmarked for London 1741 by John Newton. Bowl 11.2cm 
diam. Cover 12cm diam. 9.48 ozt. £500-700

288 A mixed collection of silver comprising of a wine bottle holder 
with two handles and turned wooden base, London 1910, a 
silver sugar caster, Chester date letter worn, a three piece 
cruet the sale and mustard pot with blue glass liners, an oval 
mustard pot with matched blue glass liner, a silver salt spoon 
together with a silver plated hot water jug with ebonised 
handle, a silver plated salt, two silver plated mustard spoons 
and a silver plated salt spoon, 31ozt gross weight of silver. 
£250-350
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289 A 20th century Continental silver entre dish and cover of 
cartouch form with reeded outline and bayonet fixing loop 
handle. 25.7 ozt, 25.5 cm long. £300-400

290 A George V silver four-piece silver tea set, of shaped boat form 
with ebony finials and handles, Sheffield 1924, 48.98oz. £300-
400

291 A pair of Middle Eastern salvers with floral decorated borders 
stamped ‘SILVER’, a Thai cigarette case with wooden interior, 
stamped 925, three Egyptian spoons and a pair of silver gilt 
"berry spoons" later decorated, in fitted case, 45 ozt gross 
£200-300

292 A pair of early 20th century Tiffany & Co. bonbon dishes, oval 
boat-shaped form with fretwork decoration, applied beaded 
border on the flared rim, on four ball feet. Signed Tiffany & Co 
Makers, C (1902 - 1907), 20 x 11.5 x 3.5 cm, 8.315 ozt. £200-
300

293 A silver mounted four-piece dressing table set in a fitted case, 
each with a vacant tapering rectangular cartouche on an 
engine turned ground engraved with a flowerhead flanked by 
scrolling leaves, comprising a hand mirror, a clothes brush, a 
hair brush and a comb, Birmingham 1964. £80-100
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294 An Edwardian three-piece silver tea set in Queen Anne style, 
by Richard Martin & Ebenezer Hall (Martin, Hall & Co.), 
Sheffield 1903. Of oval boat form, teapot hinged dome cover 
with fluted wooden finial and fitted with wooden insulated 
handle, together with a twin-handled sugar bowl and cream 
jug, all with lipped rim and half-reeded bodies on collet foot. 
Total weight of items 34.7 ozt (3). £300-400

295 An Edwardian silver and tortoiseshell desk toy in the form of 
two "Kate Greenaway" children on a seesaw, London 1903` 
maker not found,15 cm long, together with other items of silver 
table cruet, silver mounted pepper mill and other items. 17.4 
ozt gross weight of weighable silver.
Private estate £150-200

296 A Victorian Elkington and Co. silver canteen in fitted mahogany 
three drawer case with Garrard & Co inset label, comprising 
twenty three table knives, a replacement table knife, twenty 
four table forks, twelve dessert spoons, eleven teaspoons, 
eleven dessert forks, ten dessert knives, cheese scoup, pastry 
server, six salt spoons, twelve fruit knives and forks, twelve 
tablespoons, a serving spoon and fork, a fish knife and fork, 
three sauce ladles, asparagus tongs, a set of twelve fish knives 
and forks, mainly Birmingham 1893 and later,205.9 ozt of 
weighable silver £2,000-3,000

297 A Walker and Hall silver tazza, the border cast with shell and 
leaf decoration, Sheffield 1925 2 boxed sets knife rests, a 
silver sauce boat in George III style, a pair of cut glass knife 
rests with silver mounts, boxed, Aa pair of George III silver 
tablespoons, later gilded and embossed with birds and 
bamboo, London 1795, boxed, a pair of horn and silver 
mounted knife restsSheffield 1900, boxed, a sauce ladle, 
Birmingham 1937, a pickle fork with mother of pearl handle, 
Birmingham 1917, and a continental white metal sifter spoon. 
£500-700

298 A collection of silver comprising of an Asprey & Co. Ltd tankard 
of tapering cylindrical form with scroll handle and flared foot, 
inscribed "R.M.M. August 20th 1927", London 1925, a silver 
christening mug, Birmingham 1951, a white metal christening 
mug, stamped "Sterling Silver" made in Hong Kong Wai Kee, a 
silver golf trophy bonbon dish, Sheffield 1964, a flared 
cylindrical vase, London 1988, a Victorian oval hip flask, 
London 1882 and another, Birmingham 1906, 31 toz £200-300
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299 A quantity of silver and white metal comprising a silver 
Armarda dish, a pair of silver pierced bonbon dishes, a pair of 
oval silver ashtrays with engine turned decoration, a silver 
serving fork and spoon by Walker and Hall, a silver cake knife 
with mother of pearl handle, a silver tennis trophy cup and 
cover, two silver sugar tongs, a silver comb mount and a 
quantity of silver teaspoons, 31.3 ozt weighable, together with 
a pair of weighted silver dwarf candlesticks, two silver plated 
salt spoons, and a quantity of white metal some stamped 925 
and 800. £200-300

300 A pair of silver candlesticks of plan form with round domed 
loaded bases, 26cm high, Birmingham 1996, together with a 
bonbon dish with repousse decoration and a silver spoon with 
later berry decoration, 29.6 ozt gross. (4). £100-150

301 A mixed collection of silver flatware mostly 19th century 
including William Eley fiddle thread and shell forks and other 
items including a large quantity of silver plated flatware and 
cutlery. 48.1 ozt gross weight of weighable silver. £200-300

302 A set of twelve cocktail stirrers each with different animal head 
finials, a set of twelve silver tea spoons, with bright cut 
decoration, London 1895, and a matched silver plated sugar 
tongs, three silver wine labels, together with a silver plated and 
horn stilton scoop with silver collar. £150-200

303 A George III vinaigrette; octagonal, the cover engraved with 
fruits around a rectangular cartouche with scratch engraved 
monogram; prick engraved to sides and base. Two bar 
thumbpiece and hinged cover opening to reveal a gilt interior 
and a pierced grille engraved with a basket of fruit and 
scrolling foliage. Birmingham 1817 by Samual Pemberton. £70
-90
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304 A pair of Edwardian loaded silver Corinthian column table 
candlesticks. Sheffield 1909 by James Dixon & Sons. With 
removable beaded drip pans over fluted columns over concave 
moulded square bases. 28.5 cm high.
Private estate £200-300

305 A 20th-century composite enamelled and silver-backed 
dressing table appointment set. London 1938 and other dates. 
£150-200

306 A Victorian silver vinaigrette in the form of a bag. the hinged 
oblong cover, flat chased with scrolling foliage, above shaped 
sides with foliate decoration around a monogram engraved 
cartouche. gilt interior and foliate pierced grille; with 
suspensory chain handle. Hallmarked to base, date letter 
indecipherable. By John Tongue £150-250

307 A 19th century novelty silver snuff box; in the form of a lady's 
shoe. Highly decorated with repousée worked scroll and 
foliage, hinged cover to the upper part. Possibly German, 
unidentified marks, probably Hanau. Import marks for Sheffield 
1894 and sponsor's mark for Samual Boyce Landeck .11 x 
5.5cm. £80-120

308 Set of six Tiffany & Co. silver teaspoons in "Saint Dunstan" 
pattern, all marked 'Tiffany & Co Sterling Pat 1909 M' at the 
back, measures 15.0 cm in length, total weighs 6.85 ozt (6). 
£150-200
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309 A pair of modern silver bottle coasters with beaded borders 
and turned wooden bases, London 1990, a Victorian silver 
shell shaped butter dish and knife in fitted case, Sheffield 
1899, a heart-shaped silver photograph frame, Birmingham 
1902, a square silver and glass inkstand, Birmingham 1901, 
the hinged cover hallmarked 1898. £250-300

310 A Chinese, possibly Wang Hing, silver rectangular calling card 
tray, early 20th century, the sole engraved with rampaging 
dragons within a pierced gallery on segmented bun feet. 3.8 
ozt, 13 cm long x 8 cm wide x 2.6 cm high
Private collection £100-150

311 A small collection of silver, to include a cased Christening set 
comprising an egg cup, spoon and napkin ring, by Arthur Price 
& Co, Birmingham 1933; A pair of napkin rings in presentation 
case, by Charles Horner, Chester 1918; together with another 
napkin ring pair with undulating rim by Australian jewellers 
Hardy Bros; A boxed cruet set with feature marks and blue 
glass liners, by Barrowclift Silvercraft Birmingham 1983; and a 
further boxed Christening set by Bishton's, Birmingham 1978. 
Gross weight 8.61 ozt (5). £120-180

312 A George V silver waiter, London 1920 by Hamilton & Co, 15 
cm diameter, together with two modern silver pin dishes, a coin 
set dish and a set of three Victorian silver salts (lacking liners), 
15.5 ozt. combined weight. £150-250

313 A 20th-century sterling silver lidded bowl with flame finial and 
flat chased cover and body on openwork scroll feet together 
with a modern sterling silver "Quaiche" form bowl with pierced 
tab handle. Together with a very large Christofle silver-plated 
gravy boat with an integral stand, silver plated sugar caster 
and other items. 14 ozt gross weight of silver £200-400
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314 A collection of mixed silver comprising of a tea caddy with a gilt 
interior, Chester 1904, inscribed to the base, in a fitted red 
leather case, a boat-shaped salt on flared foot, Sheffield 1904, 
an oval pierced salt with blue glass liner Birmingham 1901 a 
silver milk jug, a silver milk jug with C scroll handle on three 
flared feet, Chester 1904, A Walker and Hall christening mug 
inscribed "Neil 28th July 54" a spoon, a mustard pot of 
cauldron form, a pierced vase lacking glass liner and a silver 
spoon, 16.4 ozt. £200-300

315 A Continental white metal "800" standard cup and cover, the 
stepped domed cover with acanthus leaves to the final and 
repousse bands of fruit and scrolling foliage, the cup engraved 
"The Lawson Trophy....In memory of The Late Gretie Green" 
within beaded bands, the domed stepped and flared foot 
similarly decorated, 49cm high, stamped 800, 60.5 ozt. £1,000-
1,500

316 A collection of white metal miniatures, with various European 
silver marks, in forms including a butcher market scene, Dutch 
1906; A faun pushing a wheeled cart, London 1891; a fretwork 
wheeled cart, Birmingham 1908; A miniature pepperette, 
Birmingham 1900; A cow pulling cart, London 1975; A pelican 
pulling a cart full of children, engraved with a bishop mitre 
motif; A novelty cigar cutter, A Burmese figure, and more. Total 
weight of items 13.69 ozt (13). £300-500

317 A Victorian silver pierced oval two-handled basket, with cast 
leaf decorated handles and c scroll flowerhead interspersed 
borders, the pierced decoration with cast Roman Emperor 
profile roundels and engraved fruiting foliate festoons, by F B 
Thomas & Co., London 1876, 30cm wide, 29 ozt. £150-250

318 An Edwardian silver sauce boat with undulating rim and double 
scroll handle, supported by three shell and hoof-style feet, by 
W & C Sissons London, 1904. Together with a silver baluster-
shaped sugar caster on square pedestal foot, by A J Bailey 
Birmingham, 1934. gross weight 13.065 ozt (2). £150-250
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319 A William IV/ Victorian part canteen of silver fiddle flatware, 
London 1837/38 by William Eley, The set comprises: 
six table forks 
six dessert forks 
six soup spoons 
six dessert spoons 
four teaspoons 
one sauce ladle 
two mustard spoons 
65 ozt gross weight. £600-800

320 A silver comport with pierced bowl and foot, Sheffield 1910, 
20.5cm diameter, a silver table lighter, Birmingham 1914 a set 
of four Middle Eastern white precious metal drinks coasters, 
six pin trays, a pair of ashtrays and an Egyptian coaster, 
stamped 900, together with a Christofle leaf shaped dish and 
silver plated egg shaped box and cover on stand. £150-200

321 A George III miniature vinaigrette; elongated octagonal with 
prick and wrigglework engraved cover, sides, and base around 
a vacant oval cartouche. The hinged cover opening to reveal a 
gilt interior and prick and star pirced grille. Birmingham 1790 
by Samuel Pemberton. 1.9cm length £80-120

322 A small Tiffany page turner/paper knife inscribed "Father 
Christmas", stamped "Tiffany & Co 172m2191, Sterling-Silver", 
14cm long, 21.2 grams £80-120

323 A Tiffany & Co. silver powder compact, rectangular plain body 
with rounded corners, push-button opening with spring loaded 
hinge, to reveal a mirror, sifter screen and puff, marked 'Tiffany 
& Co Sterling 925 Italy', cased in original travel pouch, 
measures 8.3 x 5.9 cm, gross weight 2.96 ozt / 92.1 grams. 
£150-200
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324 An early 20th-century silver two-section tabletop cigarette box 
with a central loop handle and two hinged flaps. London 1921 
by Gold and Silversmiths Company.. Together a large silver-
fronted easel photograph frame, a silver cigarette box and two 
ashtrays. £150-200

325 A pair of large silver plated two branch candelabra, the two 
scroll branches with detachable gadrooned sconces, the 
central light holder with detachable flame finial, overall 52cm 
high. £100-150

326 An early 20th-century epns roll over breakfast bacon dish with 
floral and fluted dome body. On lions paw feet. 38 cm wide. 
£100-150

327 A pair of Edwardian Neo-Classical four-sconce silver plated 
candelabra with removable upper sections to make a table 
candlestick by Elkington. Each stick of architectural square 
section over concave rams head moulded bases. 35 cm wide x 
44 cm overall height. Together with two pairs of silver plated 
Corinthian column candlesticks and silver plated teapot, silver 
plated fruit knives & forks, and novelty peppers. £200-300

328 A quantity of Christofle electroplated wares, mostly boxed; and 
a pair of Christofle plated circular salvers and three graduated 
meat platters £300-500
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